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Abstract

Although it has become common practice to build applications based

on the reuse of existing components or services, technical complexity

and semantic challenges constitute barriers to ensuring a successful and

wide reuse of components and services. In the geospatial application

domain, the barriers are self-evident due to heterogeneous geographic

data, a lack of interoperability and complex analysis processes.

Constructing workflows manually and discovering proper services and

data that match user intents and preferences is difficult and time-

consuming especially for users who are not trained in software devel-

opment. Furthermore, considering the multi-objective nature of envi-

ronmental modeling for the assessment of climate change impacts and

the various types of geospatial data (e.g., formats, scales, and georef-

erencing systems) increases the complexity challenges.

Automatic service composition approaches that provide semantics-based

assistance in the process of workflow design have proven to be a solu-

tion to overcome these challenges and have become a frequent demand

especially by end users who are not IT experts. In this light, the major

contributions of this thesis are:

(i) Simplification of service reuse and workflow design of applica-

tions for climate impact analysis by following the eXtreme Model-

Driven Development (XMDD) paradigm.

(ii) Design of a semantic domain model for climate impact analysis

applications that comprises specifically designed services, ontolo-

gies that provide domain-specific vocabulary for referring to types

and services, and the input/output annotation of the services us-

ing the terms defined in the ontologies.



(iii) Application of a constraint-driven method for the automatic com-

position of workflows for analyzing the impacts of sea-level rise.

The application scenario demonstrates the impact of domain mod-

eling decisions on the results and the performance of the synthesis

algorithm.



Zusammenfassung

Obwohl es gängige Praxis geworden ist, Anwendungen basierend auf der Wieder-

verwendung von existierenden Komponenten oder Diensten zu bauen, stellen tech-

nische Komplexität und semantische Herausforderungen Hindernisse beim Sicher-

stellen einer erfolgreichen und breiten Wiederverwendungen von Komponenten

und Diensten. In der geowissenschaftlichen Anwendungsdomäne sind die Hin-

dernisse durch heterogene geografische Daten, fehlende Interoperabilität und kom-

plexe Analyseprozessen besonders offensichtlich. Workflows manuell zu konstru-

ieren und passende Dienste und Daten zu finden, welche die Nutzerabsichten und

-präferenzen abdecken, ist schwierig und zeitaufwändig besonders für Nutzer, die

nicht in der Softwareentwicklung ausgebildet sind. Zudem erhöhen die verschiede-

nen Zielrichtungen der Umweltmodellierung für die Bewertung der Auswirkungen

von Klimaänderungen und die unterschiedlichen Typen geografischer Daten (z.B.

Formate, Skalierungen, und Georeferenzsysteme) die Komplexität.

Automatische Dienstkompositionsansätze, die Semantik-basierte Unterstützung

im Prozess des Workflowdesigns zur Verfügung stellen, haben bewiesen eine Lösung

zur Bewältigung dieser Herausforderungen zu sein und sind besonders von End-

nutzern, die keine IT-Experten sind, eine häufige Forderung geworden. Unter

diesem Gesichtspunkt sind die Hauptbeiträge dieser Doktorarbeit:

(i) Vereinfachung der Wiederverwendung von Diensten und des Workflowde-

signs von Klimafolgenanalysen durch Anwendung des Paradigma des eX-

treme Model-Driven Development (XMDD).

(ii) Design eines semantischen Domänenmodells für Anwendungen der Klimafol-

genanalysen, welches speziell entwickelte Dienste, Ontologien (die domänen-

spezifisches Vokabular zur Verfügung stellen, um Typen und Dienste zu

beschreiben), und Eingabe-/Ausgabe-Annotationen der Dienste (unter Ver-

wendung von Begriffen, die in den Ontologien definiert sind) enthält.

(iii) Anwendungen einer Constraint-getriebenen Methode für die automatische

Komposition von Workflows zum Analysieren der Auswirkungen des Meer-

esspiegelanstiegs. Das Anwendungsszenario demonstriert die Auswirkung

vi



von Domänenmodellierungsentscheidungen auf die Ergebnisse und die Laufzeit

des Synthesealgorithmus.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software reuse ranges from simple functions to complete applications, and is of-

ten considered the most effective means of improving productivity and maintain-

ability in software development projects. The emergence of paradigms such as

component-based software engineering (CBSE) and service-oriented software engi-

neering (SOSE) has leveraged the development of applications based on the reuse

of existing components and services. These paradigms significantly increased the

possibilities of building systems and applications from reusable components [4]. Al-

though it has become a common practice to build applications based on the reuse

of existing components or services, technical complexity and semantic challenges

constitute barriers to ensuring a successful and widespread reuse of components

and services. In the geospatial application domain, the barriers are self-evident

due to the large volumes of geographic data, the lack of interoperability, and the

complex analysis processes. Thus, service-oriented architecture (SOA) principles

and web service technology have been embraced by the geospatial community,

and many works quickly followed the trend of building geospatial applications by

reusing components and services [5; 6; 7].

In principle, embracing a service orientation in the geospatial domain makes

geospatial data and processes increasingly accessible remotely in a distributed fash-

ion through standardized geospatial web services [6]. Hence, scientific communities

have become more aware of the benefits of sharing their data and reusing compu-

tational services. Hence, they are contributing to the development of distributed

1



1. INTRODUCTION

data and services [2; 8; 9].

Scientific workflow technologies have emerged to simplify the service composi-

tion process. However, most existing workflow management systems suffer from a

complexity of design. They aim to address the composition at a low level, and not

at the level where the users will handle the composition and execution tasks. In

order to hide the complexity of using the underlying technologies, agile methods

have been introduced to open up the software development work to customers and

users. Utilizing agile methods facilitates the service composition and enables large

numbers of users to develop their own applications by carrying out the workflow

design process in an easy and flexible manner. Therefore, the demand for seman-

tically described services has increased with regard to identifying suitable services

and enabling automatic workflow design [10; 11; 12; 13].

Discovering the appropriate service functionality is a crucial task in building

an application based on service composition, which includes the matching of ser-

vice input with its adjacent service output syntactically and semantically. This

task becomes more complicated with geospatial services due to the many general-

purpose geospatial services (such as data access services, portrayal services, data

transformation services, and location-based services) and specific-purpose services

designed to address particular geospatial applications [8; 14]. Even with a few ser-

vices available, anywhere from dozens to hundreds of service composition solutions

could potentially exist. In such cases, users face two significant challenges related

to discovering a service that satisfies their needs, as well as exploring how to reuse

and compose components correctly in order to develop their own software appli-

cations. Ontology-based approaches have been proposed to address the semantic

challenges of service discovery and composition.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 presents a

motivation example of the climate impact analysis to clarify the problem and the

possible solution. Section 1.2 describes the research problem in detail. Before

presenting the contributions of the thesis in Section 1.4, Section 1.3 poses the

research questions.

2



1.1 Motivation Example

This is from the perspective of using the distributed infrastructure to develop the

user’s own software applications. Making the processes of climate impact analysis

available as services and enabling non-IT professional end-users to compose these

services in a workflow form tailored to specific needs are sure to increase produc-

tivity and support the flexibility of analysis processes. However, users will face

the challenges of handling a semantic service discovery and an adequate workflow

design for the multi-scale and multi-objective nature of environmental modelling

to assess climate change impacts.

The scenario in Figure 1.1 is depicted as an illustrative example, where an

arbitrary user wants to analyse the impacts of an SLR by defining a magnitude

value of SLR for a particular region. Often, users have some information about

the initial data and processes (in this case, the magnitude of the SLR of 2.5m

and the region in question) and what they want to see in the end (e.g. a map

showing the flooded areas for SLR impacts), but have no idea about the required

steps or services and the adequate workflows that would realize the objectives and

preferences of data input or output formats, scales, and geo-referencing systems.

Figure 1.1: Example scenario: Analysing the impacts of SLR.

A possible approach to handle this situation involves providing services with

a semantic description in a machine-understandable fashion. Ontologies are a

widely accepted and state-of-the-art form of knowledge representation. They are

employed to enrich semantics in both service description and composition [15; 16;

3



1. INTRODUCTION

17; 18]. Using semantic descriptions, users can employ (semi-)automatic workflow

design techniques [19; 20]. The most interesting such techniques for automatic

workflow design are those that match users’ specific requirements and preferences—

for instance, regarding services that should or should not be used, by adding

additional constraints to the workflow specifications.

1.2 Research Problem

Geospatial services, such as data access, portrayal, and processing services, are

designed to perform a general task. They are applicable to data from multiple

sources or may be coupled with a specific data source. Therefore, enabling users

with diverse perspectives to compose these services in order to develop their own

applications in a flexible and easy manner will maximize reuse of the service. How-

ever, the current solutions do not provide training on how to use new technology,

such as for service composition, especially with the interoperability challenges of

the geospatial application domain. This diversity of services and the various data

sources increase the demand for semantic service discovery. In particular, find-

ing the correct match between services to form a composed service (workflow)

corresponding to users’ requirements is the biggest semantic challenge.

Alongside attribute data, geospatial data includes geo-data that is larger in size

and has a complex structure model. Geo-data is available in a range of different

formats, scales, and data quality. It depends on different coordinate-referencing

systems. Thus, it is important to take into account the data exchange between

services to discover the correct service chain . In practice, however, this process

is a nontrivial task, mostly involving geographical data, which is very different

from other types of data [21]. For instance, different service interfaces are required

to manage different data models (e.g. chaining a service returning image files

(PNG, JPEG) with a service taking vector files) [8]. In addition to the enormous

heterogeneity of geospatial data, the diverse sources of geospatial data are a major

problem for semantic data compatibility between services [22].

Owing to the special characteristics of geo-processing operations, it is difficult

to describe geospatial services and then ensure a semantic reuse for these services.

For instance, operations calculating the distance between two points have the same

4



signature. However, they refer to the different meanings of distances (distance in

the plane, on the surface, or across the earth) [10], and are based on different

units and geo-referencing systems. Even more challenging is the complexity and

the time taken to identify adequate (combinations of) services manually.

These challenges are critical for several reasons: First, turning spatial data and

processes into loosely coupled components and interoperable geospatial services

suffers from the technical complexity of using standards. Thus, users face a great

challenge when it comes to servification 1. Second, there is a lack of a framework

for facilitating a geospatial workflow design and handling a lightweight approach

of semantic-based automatic geospatial service composition. Third, no available

ontological models can be used to address the semantic service composition for a

greater range of user requirements, constraints, and input or output preferences.

1.3 Research Questions

Several requirements should be available to enable the end-user to reuse geospatial

services and then find the adequate workflow design. In this section, we pose

questions and define requirements regarding the handling of a user-level geospatial

service composition and an automatic workflow design.

• How do agile workflows handle the complexity, flexibility, and reusability of

geospatial service composition?

– RQ1 (Complexity handling): Which software technologies can pro-

vide the means to simplify geospatial service reuse and workflow design?

Often, end-users working in scientific domains are scientists who have

significant knowledge in their domain. They typically develop software

applications tailored to their needs. However, 90% are primarily self-

taught; therefore, they lack exposure to basic software development

practices, such as developing systems from reusable components [23].

Therefore, hiding the technical complexity from end-users who are not

1With the term servification we refer to the process of turning arbitrary software compo-
nents into proper services that are adequate, for example, for (re-) use in workflow management
systems.

5



1. INTRODUCTION

IT experts and providing them with technology that is reusable and

that allows them to compose geospatial services in an easy way are

key requirements for carrying out a manual or an automatic workflow

design.

– RQ2 (Flexibility handling): What system features can enable users

to reuse existing services in an agile style in order to design several

variations of workflows tailored to their objectives and preferences of

input or output data? Geospatial applications are often used to sup-

port decision-makers; hence, users may need an exploitative approach

to show experiment results and simulations. To increase the productiv-

ity and result exploration of workflows, we believe the system should

provide users with advanced flexibility features. For instance, enabling

users with a workflow-tracking mechanism and supporting parameter

exploration during the workflow design are important in the geospatial

domain because users have some information about data resolutions

and ortho-rectification parameters.

– RQ3 (Reusability handling): Geospatial services have certain char-

acteristics such as complex processes and big datasets that hamper ser-

vice reuse. Therefore, how can hiding the complexity from users and

enabling a flexible workflow design increase geospatial service reuse?

Moreover, how can the remote execution of geospatial processes re-

motely facilitate service reuse?

• What characteristics of our domain model play substantial roles to address

semantic geospatial service composition? Moreover, how can the different

sorts of semantics be achieved?

– RQ4 (Semantic handling of geospatial service reuse): How can

geospatial services be described to ensure a semantic service reuse in

a large number of workflow applications ? For instance, how can they

be used to ensure consistent service reuse for general-purpose services,

such as data manipulation services? Furthermore, how can users ensure

the reliable reuse of complex geospatial processes, such as buffering and
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overlay functions that are based on different data types (point, line, and

polygon) and data models (raster and vector)?

– RQ5 (Semantic handling of user intents): To cater to users in the

geospatial domain on a large scale, considering different perspectives,

how can the services be described to ensure a correct service composition

that matches the user’s goals and preferences? How can they provide

the right service composition to the right user groups?

– RQ6 (Semantic handling of geospatial data): How can geospatial

services be described to ensure a semantic service composition with a

wide range of formats, scales, and geo-referencing systems of geospatial

data?

– RQ7 (Quality of service (QoS) -awareness handling of geospa-

tial workflow design): How can an adequate semantic domain model

help to improve the performance of workflow synthesis?

1.4 Research Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are presented and performed through the following

steps:

1. First, the research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 are addressed by develop-

ing agile workflows of climate impact applications. This is achieved by:

(a) Applying the concepts of service engineering by making the functional-

ity underlying the ci:grasp climate impact information platform 1 avail-

able as reusable services [24].

(b) Using the eXtreme Model-Driven Design (XMDD)- oriented workflow

development style [25; 26] supported by the jABC (jAVA Application

Building Center) process modelling and execution framework [27], and

enabling the end-user to easily compose geospatial services at the model

level.

1http://www.cigrasp.org
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(c) Leveraging the capabilities provided by the jABC to support a flexible

workflow design. Thus, the goal is to design and adapt workflows of

climate impact analysis according to the user’s specific preferences and

constraints [28].

(d) Evaluating the impact of using the XMDD paradigm over the service

reuse of climate impact analysis processes [29].

2. Second, the research questions RQ4, RQ5, RQ6, and RQ7 are addressed

by performing an automatic semantics-based workflow composition. This is

achieved by designing a semantic domain model for specific applications of

SLR impact analysis. Thus, to enable the end-user to easily integrate their

knowledge in terms of the domain model and then to achieve a semantic

service composition, the PROPHETS plugin [30; 31] of the jABC framework

is used. This domain model comprises the following:

(a) Semantics interface description: A higher level of semantics interface de-

scription is defined for geospatial services by providing symbolic names

for services and their input or output data. The aim is to enable users to

find services that match their needs and reflect their domain language

[32].

(b) Novel ontology: A new domain-specific service and type taxonomies for

SLR applications are defined. By considering the bigger picture of the

geospatial domain, the required taxonomies are designed by us. They

have not been derived from any existing ontology models.

(c) Constraints: These are used to filter the possible solutions of the work-

flow and to address several sorts of semantics of the geospatial service

composition [33]. This helps to ensure and return adequate solutions of

workflows and to improve the performance of workflow synthesis.
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1.5 Research Organization

The remaining chapters are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 demonstrates the related concepts of software technology trends

that are used throughout this thesis. The focus is on the emergence of

technologies, concepts, and systems that played important roles in software

reuse, workflow design, and reducing the semantic gap between program-

mers and domain application experts. The technical frameworks, such as

jABC, jETI (Java Electronic Tool Integration), and PROPHETS (Process

Realization and Optimization Platform using a Human-readable Expression

of Temporal-logic Synthesis) , are described in detail in this chapter.

• Chapter 3 discuses and evaluates the state of the art for developing geospatial

applications based on service reuse. This includes investigations into current

technologies, approaches, and systems that are used to address the challenges

of geospatial service composition. Automatic geospatial service composition

approaches, along with their limitations and challenges, are also discussed.

• Chapter 4 presents the use of XMDD technologies to enable users to flex-

ibly define and perform multi-objective workflows tailored to their specific

needs. To this end, variations of workflow examples for real-world scenarios

of climate impact analysis are developed. These include the realization and

experiences of the agile workflow design of climate impact analysis.

• Chapter 5 presents the semantic domain model that is designed for SLR

applications. This includes the service interface description, ontology models,

and domain constraints.

• Chapter 6 demonstrates how a semantics-based automatic workflow design

is achieved based on the semantic domain model. It also shows how, through

refinements in defining the constraints, several sorts of semantic service com-

position are performed.

• Chapter 7 discuses and evaluates the results of using XMDD and the seman-

tic domain model to answer the questions mentioned above. This includes

the discussion and comparison with related work.

9
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• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary discussion and ideas for

future research.
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Chapter 2

Foundation

In this chapter, we introduce the key aspects of component-based software de-

velopment (CBSD) through concepts such as software or service reuse, service

composition, and workflow design. As these concepts are developed, we discuss

the contributions of agile technology and its impact on reusable software. We also

introduce methods that address the semantics of service composition. We discuss

how component-based technology can overcome the challenges of ordinary systems

to improve software reuse. Service engineering concepts, such as service-oriented

architecture (SOA), are discussed to illustrate the impact of software reuse in

CBSD. Finally, from the perspective of service engineering, we discuss how agile

methodologies address application development and how semantic service compo-

sition can be effectively created.

2.1 Component-based Software Development

CBSD is an emerging discipline in software engineering that aims to encourage

the reuse of software applications. Systems here are built by assembling compo-

nents that have already been developed and prepared for integration. The concept

of software reuse follows the DRY (‘Don’t repeat yourself’) principle [34] [35].

It is largely considered the next evolutionary step to object-oriented program-

ming (OOP) for building large-scale software applications by integrating existing

software components [36]. The CBSD approach can potentially decrease develop-
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ment and maintenance costs by increasing software reuse, flexibility, productivity,

and maintainability [37]. However, several issues should be considered, such as

abstraction (the more generic, the more reuse), interface design (better design),

interoperability (components that are able to work together easily), and develop-

ment strategies (how to manage the development process) to improve the reuse of

software components [38] [39].

While studies have found that the success of software component reuse is higher

with higher levels of abstraction, they also found that there is an inherent conflict.

To be widely reusable, a component must be sufficiently general, scalable, and

adaptable. However, these characteristics lead to increased complexity and, thus,

are more complicated to use. Moreover, this complexity leads to more demanding

computing resources and, as a result, to more expense. Hence, some researchers

suggest that effective reusability may require a development approach that focuses

on, for example, building at a level of abstraction that allows less flexibility and

fine-tuning, but achieves greater simplicity [4].

This conflict between complex abstraction and simplicity in implementation

provides a basis interface design in reusability with guidelines that focus on the ease

of understanding. Research [40] suggests that a portfolio of reuse characteristics

should include the following:

• Ease of understanding

• Functional completeness

• Reliability

• Good error and exception handling

• High cohesion and low coupling

• Portability

• Modularity

Another important facet of software reuse is interoperability. Interoperability

is defined as ‘the capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data

among various functional units in a manner that requires the user to have little or
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no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those units’ [41]. This issue has been

addressed via the emergence of middleware technologies, such as the Common

Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Sun’s JavaBeans, and Microsoft’s

Component Object Model (COM).

The use of software components offers interesting characteristics for the devel-

opment of complex applications using distributed and enterprise platforms. How-

ever, the process of designing and engineering software systems based on compo-

nent reuse can be difficult and more complex than those experienced in centralized

computing systems. Some critical factors that affect component reuse include an

assessment of the applicability or usefulness of a particular component to the de-

sign, the amount of work needed to reuse a component, and the assessment of the

quality of a reusable component [40].

Although CBSD has proven to be successful for software reuse and maintain-

ability, software developers still face numerous complexities, such as the increasing

variety of platforms, varying and inconsistent protocols, and the proliferation of

devices [42]. For instance, in the case of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software,

one can customize each component until it matches the customers’ needs. How-

ever, several problems may occur when the underlying software base is updated

and does not fit with the customization. Moreover, in addition to the technical

complexity of component-consuming frameworks, it is a critical task to define the

level of granularity that should be applied for successful component reuse. More

challenges of CBSD are identified for each category of stakeholder in [43].

2.2 Service Engineering

Service engineering—a discipline that realizes the design of services as a process

and often in the context of web services—is a natural development of the software

component. The term ‘services’ can be defined as loosely coupled reusable software

components, which are often delivered in a distributed network using internet-

based protocols that encapsulate discrete functionality [44]. In this section, we

discuss the characteristics of service engineering, services, and their relationship

to the concepts of reusable components.

Service engineering has much in common with component engineering and,
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according to Sommerville, is the process of developing services for reuse in service-

oriented applications [45]. Based on this definition, Sommerville presents three

stages of a service-engineering process:

1. Identifying services that are independent and reusable. Service engineers

have to guarantee that the service represents a reusable abstraction that

could be useful in various systems.

2. Designing a service interface by defining service operations, as well as their

inputs and outputs. This involves the structural design of messages that are

sent and received by the service.

3. Implementing and deploying services. This involves making services available

for use, often on a web server.

For the first stage, several issues must be addressed beforehand (see pages 519

and 520 in [45]). Furthermore, to identify services, it is helpful to use a service

classification scheme, such as the one suggested by Erl [46].

In contrast to traditional software engineering principles, most service engineer-

ing tasks are performed on the fly at runtime in a collaborative manner [47]. This

may occur because it is often the case that complete information about the system

requirements is available, and because of the success of different methodologies

and agile-based approaches in developing software systems based on services.

We believe the paradigm of service orientation introduces a new approach in

building distributed applications, one where the application development process is

conducted by discovering and composing services, rather than by traditional design

and coding. Thus, a service-orientation approach utilizes services as fundamental

elements to support agile, low-cost, and easily distributed system development

based on service reuse [48]. By quickly assembling new business processes from

existing services, a developer is able to effectively address the changing needs of a

volatile business market [49].

Service-oriented Architecture

As noted earlier, a service-oriented approach aligns with our concepts of CBSD

and reusability. In this section, we discuss the concept of SOA, as well as describe
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Service-oriented architecture. (a) SOA interaction structure. (b) Web
service standards.

its approach and standards, and comment on issues like the complexity of its use.

SOA is an approach to software development that overcomes the challenges of

heterogeneity and interoperability in CBSD by defining standard interfaces and

protocols for developing internet-based services (hereafter called web services).

These distributed systems are built on various platforms and technologies [42; 50],

and they offer extensive functionality. To enable interoperability across appli-

cations over different platforms, SOA defines XML-based standards to represent

computational or information resources that can be used by end-user applications

and by other services distributed over the network.

Figure 2.1 shows interactions between three independent but collaborative en-

tities that are involved in an SOA development process: service providers, service

requesters, and a service repository. In addition to creating services and designing

its interfaces, a service provider publishes its services in an accessible repository,

thus giving service requesters the ability to discover services in the repository.

After discovery, service requesters can bind their application to the discovered

services by using standard service protocols.

Figure 2.1b shows key SOA standards, including: (1) Simple Object Access

Protocol (SOAP) to describe communication between services, (2) Web Services

Description Language (WSDL) to describe the service interface, and (3) Web Ser-

vices Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL), a workflow language that

uses WSDL, to orchestrate SOA applications. In addition, Universal Description,
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Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) is an XML-based standard for describing, pub-

lishing, and discovering web services. Owing to improvements in search engine

technology, however, using a standard search engine for discovering external ser-

vices is now the preferred approach [45].

The process of using SOAP- and WSDL-based web service standards requires

considerable effort in creating, transmuting, and interpreting XML messages. To

simplify this process, the concept of RESTful web services has been developed,

which presents resources as services. These services are identified by their URL

and they communicate with service requesters using the HTML protocol [45; 51].

In principle, RESTful web services are not considered to be a standard but they

represent an architectural style of web service design [52].

Service Composition

An important consideration in the process of developing software by using services

is the concept of service composition. Service composition is a process of aggregat-

ing elementary services into one service, thus offering more functionality, and then

recursively repeating this process to create new functionalities from composite ser-

vices. Therefore, the process of composing services can be described as a sequence

of individual steps to achieve a larger business goal. In principle, a composite ser-

vice is similar to a workflow [53], where workflow refers to a progression of tasks

to achieve an organizational or a professional goal. In sequential workflows, each

step is dependent on the previous step. In parallel workflows, workflow tasks may

be accomplished in parallel.

To have these workflows operate effectively, one must manage the transition

from task to task. Thus, current research on service composition is focused on

enhancing workflow systems to support the process of workflow composition [54].

Orchestration in the context of service engineering refers to the execution of

a single business process, and describes the interactions between services at the

message level. In orchestration, the interactions among services are controlled

from a one-party perspective. This process control technique can be contrasted

with choreography, which allows multiple business process endpoints (parties) to

describe their part and interact globally by exchanging messages. Both techniques
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may be involved in reuse; however, it can be seen that service composition sup-

ports service reuse and rapid application development. Towards this end, several

approaches—such as workflow systems (Taverna), frameworks (jABC), and lan-

guages (BPEL)—have emerged to handle service composition. In principle, no

standard composition approach currently satisfies a dependable and correct ser-

vice composition. Nevertheless, to achieve a successful service composition, several

requirements should be considered:

• Powerful process model: A powerful process model should be capable of

(1) expressively modelling interactions between services into a hierarchical

level of composition, (2) modelling control-flow structures, such as iteration

and concurrency control, (3) representing data-flow among services, and (4)

supporting exception handling.

• Validation and verification of the process model: It is important to ensure the

correctness of the design of a service composition. Verifying static properties,

such as syntax and type checks, may prevent errors before the actual service

composition is executed. It is also feasible and important to simulate the

behaviour of a workflow in order to detect errors in service composition

before the execution time.

• Semantic-based service composition: In addition to the syntactic service de-

scription of services, which aims to describe the interfaces of services for

invoking the service purpose, a semantic service description is an important

issue. It describes the service’s functionality, input, and output to ensure

a common understanding between services and to ensure a correct service

composition. An approach that is used to compose services should support:

(1) semantic service discovery—that is, for a given workflow, a semantic de-

scription of service input and output should be available to find services that

match existing services in the workflow; (2) automatic service composition—

that is, a service-composition approach should have the ability to model the

workflow of services automatically, based not only on input or output descrip-

tions but also on higher-level specifications and non-functional attributes.

• Execution support: During the execution of service composition, a service
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composition system should support: (1) dynamic service binding or replacing

by other services, (2) runtime monitoring of service composition, and (3)

robustness service composition.

Unlike CBSD, in service composition, service requestors and providers have ac-

cess only to WSDL’s functional descriptions of services [55]. Thus, various XML-

based languages have emerged to handle the description of service compositions.

For instance, WS-BPEL 1is a well-known standard for web service orchestration,

Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL)2 is a language that

describes the cooperating services of participants by defining their observable be-

haviour, in which services act as peers, and Business Process Modeling Language

(BPML) 3 is a language that describes business processes that can execute BPEL

systems and it incorporates many concepts of a web service choreography inter-

face. According to a recent survey in [56], Web Ontology Language for Services

(OWL-S)4 seems to be the most popular format for web service description. Its

models have been used to describe the composition and execution of web services.

The dramatic increase in the number of available services, the demand to up-

date services on the fly, and the heterogeneity of concept models describing services

all raise the complexity of service composition. Furthermore, developing and man-

aging service composition has surpassed human capability to deal with the entire

process manually. Therefore, there is a need for a semi-automatic or an auto-

matic approach. To meet this need, several approaches have been proposed. In

particular, most of these approaches use methods from the realm of workflow tech-

nologies and AI planning [57; 58]. Nevertheless, all these approaches depend on

the availability of suitable semantic characterizations of services and data types

in the application domain. Accordingly, in the context of service composition,

a domain model that typically comprises services, data, their descriptions, and

domain-specific vocabularies (usually in the form of an ontology) is a critical re-

quirement to describe an application domain and, thus, to ensure a dependable

service composition. We discuss these issues next.

1http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/OS/wsbpel-v2.0-OS.html
2https://www.w3.org/TR/2004/WD-ws-cdl-10-20041217/
3http://www.ebpml.org/bpml.htm
4https://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
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2.3 Ontologies and Semantic Web Services

Ontologies are understood as dictionaries, taxonomies, categorization schemata,

or modelling languages in the research area of artificial intelligence and computer

science. According to Gruber [59], an ontology consists of terms, their definitions,

and axioms of the relationships among them. In this approach, terms are normally

organized into taxonomies.

Ontologies can be classified into three levels: top-level ontologies, domain on-

tologies, and application ontologies [60]. Top-level ontologies are concerned with

describing the general concepts, independent of any domain. Domain ontologies

describe the concepts in a specified sphere of activity or knowledge, such as in

geospatial knowledge. Application ontologies are created for a specific use or ap-

plication focus. Their scope is specified through testable use cases, such as those

that would exist in an SLR application. Despite the commonality that ontologies

possess in categorizing the same world, they are very different in their intent and

focus. They also differ in their treatment of the basic parts of the ontology, in-

cluding things, processes, and relations [61]. Some approaches are also incomplete

in providing the necessary functionalities.

Within the semantic web [62], ontologies have been used to enable the ma-

chine learning of a large proportion of shared data on the web. Although the

XML Schema approach enables common data interoperability, this approach re-

veals nothing about the semantic specification of data. Other approaches, such

as the Resource Description Framework (RDF), overcome this problem. RDF is

a framework built on top of XML and it provides data with semantics. To com-

plete the approach, Web Ontology Language (OWL) [63] is added on top of RDF,

supporting a reasoning service of the semantic web.

Building further, OWL-S [64] is an extension of OWL and provides web services

with semantics. It comprises three essential types of knowledge about a service:

a service profile, which is for advertising and discovering service capabilities; a

process model, which provides answers to the question of how the service is used;

and a service grounding, which provides information about transport protocols

and the necessary details on how to interact with a service via messages. There-

fore, OWL-S is a prominent solution supporting semantic service discovery and
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composition.

Finally, Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) provides web services with

semantic descriptions, enabling the automation of service discovery, composition,

and execution [17]. In order to define semantic web services, WSMO comprises

four elements as the main concepts that have to be described: (1) ontologies that

formalize the relevant aspects of the domains of the discourse; (2) web services

that represent computational entities enabling access to services; (3) goals that

describe a user’s desires; and (4) mediators that handle interoperability and resolve

heterogeneities. In contrast to OWL-S, which requires other languages to formulate

service conditions and effects, WSMO has its own formal language, Web Service

Modeling Language (WSML), which can formulate WSMO elements [65].

Despite the great impact of using ontologies and the semantic web to handle

automatic service composition, different application domains may have very dif-

ferent constraints, features, and preferences. Thus, it is important to consider

the application domain and its specific requirements for achieving a dependable

service composition [66]. Furthermore, domain experts that have an insufficient

technical background face complexity challenges in describing services and in us-

ing service-composition languages. One approach for resolving these complexities

involves the use of model-driven design.

2.4 eXtreme Model-Driven Development: XMDD

Agile methods in the spirit of [67] have become increasingly popular in software

development. Their core principle is to open up software development to customers

and users in order to improve productivity, quality, and stakeholder collaboration

and satisfaction.

As noted earlier, SOA supports agility by using services as the building blocks

for applications. This approach enhances the involvement of inexperienced stake-

holders in application development by providing feedback, such as which model

is right and which model is better [68]. However, the semantic gaps between the

involved, yet inexperienced, stakeholders and traditional software developers of

orchestration and the management of evolution remain a problem [69]

With the trend of CBSD, SOAs, and aspect orientations as approaches to tackle
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the software development complexity problem, model-driven development (MDD)

emerged. MDD raises the abstraction level of software development through a

development paradigm that focuses on and produces models rather than code

skeletons and fragments. Rather than focus on the underlying implementation

technology, in MDD, models are expressed using concepts that are closer to the

problem domain. This approach makes the modelling activity easier for non-

software professionals to specify and understand [70]. However, according to [34],

the full benefits of MDD can be attained only when automatically generating

complete programs from models and verifying the models on a computer as they

are performed.

The MDD approach is known for having introduced into the field of SOA

the ability to support the automation of service composition development [71]

and to gain insight into the process of service composition. Nevertheless, MDD

still remains mostly in the IT realm; hence, non-IT professionals are unable to

gain insight into the process of service orchestration and evaluation. This lack of

inclusion of non-IT professionals provided an impetus to reorient the approach,

making the user the centre of software development, specifically when developing

complex and cross-organizational systems that must adapt to rapidly changing

market requirements. This approach is discussed in the next section.

The XMDD paradigm [26; 72; 73] represents a rigorous method of MDD that

supports a very agile and cooperative development of SOAs by turning system

development into a user-centric orchestration of intuitive service functionality. In

principle, this paradigm combines and inherits the power of the ideas of MDD,

service orientation, extreme programming, and aspect orientation [73].

XMDD promotes models to be the central and primary development tool for

artefacts, thus constructing, controlling, and evaluating the overall development

process at a model level. Rather than focus on software components, which XMDD

uses only for specification, elementary building blocks should be established at

a higher level of analysis and these components should be incorporated into a

working, executable model [50].

In sum, software development using XMDD is performed based on a model

library that houses integrated and combined to construct the large artefact—the

global system model that specifies the system. In principle, as shown in Figure
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Figure 2.2: The Extreme Model-Driven Development (XMDD) approach, adopted
from [1].
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2.2, software development is performed based on a model library that consists of

the following:

• Atomic services are elementary building blocks that represent the real func-

tionality of the system and reflect models at the hierarchical level.

• Models are exploited from hierarchical modelling. Therefore, ‘once created,

a model can be seen as a ready-made aspect or feature, which becomes a part

of the model library and thus can be reused in other application scenarios’.

• Constraints are used to ensure a consistent interaction of all contained models

and services of the global system model. While local constraints concern the

contained atomic services, global constraints concern the whole model that

comprises all contained models and services.

As a core aim of XMDD, software development involves business experts con-

tinuously in the project control and evolution at the process-modelling level. A

global system model is used to support a collaborative environment for designing

the actual system. This approach provides a shared language for bridging the

semantic gaps between developers and business experts. Thus, at the modelling

level, the abstract nature of the models supports the model hierarchy, which hides

the technical details and exposes higher levels of abstraction from the business per-

spective of the final product. This approach also enables a cooperative creation of

models between developers and stakeholders—for example, between the customer

and the management.

Like extreme programming, XMDD supports an agile mechanism dealing with

immediate feedback for changing requirements. Furthermore, system changes can

be made at the modelling level by re-synthesis of the global system model, which

means that the global system model can be immediately and automatically trans-

lated into code for a desired target platform [1].

In the XMDD setting, the notion of a product is defined in terms of the features

and services. Therefore, given adequate knowledge about the available services

with an abstract description of a business process, one is able to generate ade-

quate executable orchestrations [72]. These orchestrations exist in a user-centric,

real, and immediately executable environment. Accordingly, this approach enables
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rapid prototyping, debugging, and pragmatic evaluation of the modelled system,

even at very early stages of development [1]. We now present an example of this

technique using jABC.

2.4.1 jABC

The multi-purpose process-modelling and execution framework jABC [50; 74] re-

alizes and implements the principles of XMDD. jABC has a comprehensive and

intuitive graphical user interface that facilitates application development [27]. In

essence, jABC enhances other modelling practices, like the UML-based Rational

Unified Process (RUP), and by leveraging plug-in technology, supports most activ-

ities needed along the development lifecycle, including animation, rapid prototyp-

ing, formal verification, debugging, code generation, and evolution [72]. jABC’s

way of handling the collaborative design of complex software systems has proven

to be effective and adequate for the cooperation of non-programmers and techni-

cal personnel [75]. Five main features characterize jABC: agility, customizability,

consistency, verification, and a service orientation [72].

In jABC, the term ‘Service’ is used to denote a functional building block (called

Service-Independent Building Block [SIB] in jABC), which is viewed as indepen-

dent from its location, the program entity, and the hardware platform that pro-

vides services (SIBs) [76]. These SIBs are very close to an intuitive understand-

ing of services that are required to be ubiquitously accessible (location-agnostic)

and mechanically configurable [76]. Thus, an SIB can refer to any programmati-

cally accessible piece of software functionality, such as APIs, REST services, and

command-line programs [77]. SIBs are orchestrated with their behavioural seman-

tics in mind, by means of lightweight process coordination [78], rather than by

structured properties or a composition methodology focusing on operational as-

pects. Once each SIB is activated, it executes its logic and, upon termination,

triggers subsequent SIBs according to the outcome of this execution.

jABC users can easily develop workflow applications by composing reusable

building blocks (SIBs) into hierarchical (flow-)graph structures (called Service

Logic Graphs [SLGs] in jABC) that are executable models of the application.

The SLGs are hierarchical and support the reuse of sub-models. SLGs—being
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Figure 2.3: Graphical user interface of the jABC framework.

control-flow models of the developed applications—also allow an end-user to in-

clude essential control structures, such as conditional branching and loops, into

the workflows.

Parallel execution is also supported by a fork/join mechanism that distributes

the execution flow into different threads. Furthermore, the SLGs can be analysed,

verified, executed, and compiled directly in the jABC environment. We now discuss

the jABC framework.

Figure 2.3 gives an impression of the graphical user interface of jABC in action:

The SLG on the canvas has been created using SIBs from the library (displayed

in the upper left of the window) in a drag-and-drop fashion, and connecting them

with labelled branches representing the flow of control. After the parameters of

the SIBs have been configured (in the SIB inspector in the lower left), the workflow

is ready for execution. The small window in the upper-left corner of the figure is

the control panel of the Tracer plugin that steers the execution of the model. This
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Tracer plugin indicates that it is currently executing an SIB. The green branches

of the model on the canvas visualize where the execution has currently arrived.

The third window in the figure shows an intermediate result from the workflow

execution and has been opened by the currently executed SIB. In the next section,

we discuss the relationship between jABC and jETI, a service integration platform.

2.4.2 jETI

The notion of service in jABC is fundamentally different from a web service notion.

The ties to web communication protocols are not an essential part of jABC, but,

instead, are provided by jETI technology [79] . The Java-based jETI [80] is a

redesigned version of the Electronic Tool Integration (ETI) [81] platform, an open

platform intended for interactive experimentation with and the coordination of

heterogeneous software tools via the internet. jETI was designed to provide tool-

users with:

• an instant hands-on experience with the tools, without the need to download

and install software, which too often costs a considerable amount of effort

and time, and

• an environment where they may publish and promote their tools, making

experimentation available to end-users without the burden and legal issues

of direct distribution, and where they may receive valuable feedback.

Although the ETI platform offered a good solution to integrate software tools

remotely, its servers were too complicated for both the tool providers and the tool

users. To follow the rapid development of methodologies, the jETI framework

overcomes these problems by applying newer technologies and standards that are

internally based on web services and Java technology. jETI replaces the require-

ment of ‘physical’ tool integration of the original ETI approach through a simple

platform for registration and publishing.

As mentioned by Margaria [79], the jETI platform leverages newer technolo-

gies that are internally based on web services and Java technology for integrating

functionality from the tools of different providers. jETI also builds from different
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Figure 2.4: jETI overview.

application domains in order to make these tools easily accessible through a work-

flow framework (like the jABC) and, hence, allows one to solve complex problems.

In particular, jETI is convenient, providing services for tools that work on files

and have a classical command-line interface [20].

Corresponding to web services’ functionality and service description standards,

such as WSDL, jETI uses an HTML tool configurator to create service descriptions.

Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the jETI infrastructure, which comprises the

jETI server and a jETI client. The jETI server enables tool providers to register

a new tool functionality by filling a simple template form in the browser that

describes the service for the tool. The description comprises the interface definition

(service name, tool to be called, input and output parameters), documentation

text, and icons. The resulting tool configurations are maintained in XML files

that are conceptually similar to, but somewhat simpler than, configurations using

WSDL files that are created for describing web service interfaces. These XML files

are used by the jETI server as the basis for automatically generating SIBs from

service specifications. On the client side—for instance, in the jABC—users can

easily use the generated SIBs to develop their own workflows.

2.4.3 PROPHETS

In addition to the manual workflow design, the jABC development platform has

been extended to support the semi-automatic workflow design through a PROPHETS

plugin. Based on the concepts of loose programming [30; 82], PROPHETS has
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Figure 2.5: Automatic workflow design with PROPHETS.

been introduced to enable domain application experts to use a simplified workflow

development technique. With PROPHETS, workflow designers are not required

to implement the entire workflow manually. Instead, they can provide a sketch of

the intended workflow, together with a set of constraints that further specify the

user objectives. The plugin then applies a synthesis algorithm [83] to this abstract

specification and returns a set of possible implementations to the user, who can

select the one to be inserted into the workflow.

As illustrated in Figure 2.5, working with PROPHETS consists of two phases:

domain modelling and workflow design. Thus, two major user roles are required to

work with PROPHETS. While the application experts express their knowledge in

a domain model, the workflow designer benefits from the domain model in defining

constraints and then performing the workflow design automatically.

Domain Modelling

Before the workflow development for a particular domain, domain modelling that

comprises adequate services design using semantic meta-information about the

services and ontology models for types and services classification in the domain

must be available. Therefore, in a domain-modelling phase, domain experts are
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Figure 2.6: Integrating the services into jABC.

responsible for (1) providing resources (services, data, and metadata), and (2)

modelling and formalizing explicit knowledge of the available resources in terms

of ontologies. According to [20], domain modelling in jABC is performed through

the following steps:

1. Integrating the services (the provisioning of SIB libraries in jABC): jABC’s

building blocks (i.e. SIBs) are implemented in Java, which means that they

can use everything as an underlying service that is in some way program-

matically accessible. This approach is also the case for Java APIs and web

services. But in jABC, it also includes classic command-line tools, scripts,

and ‘headless’ operation modes, as provided by some desktop applications.

These blocks can be executed based on input parameters and without any

user interaction.

Depending on the technicalities of the chosen service, an SIB’s integration

into the jABC can be straightforward or challenging, but being able to sub-

sequently use the services from an intuitive graphical interface typically out-

weighs the service integration costs. For instance, for the case studies of this

thesis, in the jETI server, the services that are created for climate impact

analysis are exported into a JAR file (see Section 4.2.2). In the jABC project

we integrate these services as SIBs by adding the JAR file as a SIB path for

the jABC project. Therefore, a list of services are become available and
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Figure 2.7: Initialization the module descriptor in jABC.

ready to use in the jABC canvas (see Figure 2.6).

2. Describing the behaviour of a service’s interfaces (input and output): This

description is carried out by means of a domain vocabulary. The resources

(services and input/output data types) are described by the semantic domain

models. As shown in Figure 2.7, by using the PROPHETS plugin in the

jABC framework, once user initialized the module descriptor, a XML file is

created to describe the service’s interfaces of jABC project.

In principle, modules (descriptive tags that are easy to understand by end-

users), as shown in Figure 2.8, are created to describe services. Each module

is linked to a concrete SIB that provides the implementation. However, the

module’s names and the names used to describe input and output data types

for the synthesis algorithm are only symbolic. This naming scheme makes

it possible to use a user’s own domain-specific terminology for the module

descriptions. In particular, it also allows for polymorphism in the sense that

one SIB can be used by several modules. This approach is particularly useful

for SIBs that provide quite a generic functionality and where several mod-

ules with specific functionality can be defined based on the same underlying

implementation (modules with specific, unambiguous functionality lead to

better synthesis results; cf. [20]).

In PROPHETS, each service-interface description (module) characterizing
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Figure 2.8: Service interface description.

by means of three subsets:

• USE sets represent types that must be used before execution of the

service (e.g. input types).

• GEN sets represent types that are generated during or after the execu-

tion of the service (e.g. output types).

• KILL sets defines types that are destroyed and, therefore, removed from

the set of types that were available prior to execution of the service.

3. Defining a semantic (ontological) description for the available services and

data types via taxonomies: This helps provide a controlled vocabulary for

referring to entities in the domain model. Taxonomies can be seen as special

kinds of ontologies—namely, ontologies with only is–a relations. In the jABC

framework, the service management supported by a taxonomy editor plugin

(see Figure 2.9)) to enable domain expert define service and type taxonomies

in an intuitive interface. For instance, to define a simple form of ontology,
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Figure 2.9: Taxonomy editor in jABC.

users can define a special-purpose taxonomies of the SIB libraries according

to specific classification criteria, perspectives or input/output behavior. The

definition of taxonomies is supported by PROPHETS. They are to be used

in the synthesis algorithm and stored in the OWL format.

4. Providing users with domain-specific constraints formalism: In jABC, the

PROPHETS enables users with a very flexible way to define constraints, it

can be either during domain modeling or during the workflow synthesis. The

constraints can be defined as branch conditions between two SIBs (e.g., the

definition of the start and end condition(s) or as a domain constraint for

the entire workflow. PROPHETS provides users with constraint templates.

There, domain experts can easily use templates to define the constraints in

a plain language. By supporting constraint formulation in terms of natural

language templates, PROPHETS migrates users who have no background

in formal methods from the complexity of understanding and writing logic

languages to a user level language (English language). Table 2.1 presents

the available templates that defined by Lamprecht [20] to represent different

constraints in the English language. These templates are defined in an XML

file. Therefore, more constraint templates can be defined easily by advanced

users to handle the needs of a specific domain.
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Table 2.1: Templates of constraint in PROPHETS.

Template name Description
Service avoidance Avoid the service s.
Conditional service avoid-
ance

If service s1 is used, avoid the service s2 sub-
sequently.

Mutual exclusion of services At most one of the services s1 and s2 may be
used.

Service redundancy avoid-
ance

Do not use service s more than once.

Service enforcement Enforce the use of service s.
Conditional service enforce-
ment

If service s1 is used, enforce the use of service
s2 subsequently.

Service succession If service s1 is used, service s2 has to be used
next.

Service dependency Service s1 depends on service s2 (i.e., service
s1 can only be used afters2).

Final service Use service s as last service in the solution.
Type avoidance Avoid the type t.
Type enforcement Enforce the existence of type t.
Mutual exclusion of types At most one of the types t1 and t2 may exist.

The Process Synthesis

According to logical specifications of the services, the term ‘process synthesis’ is

used to refer to techniques that construct workflows from sets of services [84]. The

PROPHETS synthesis plugin of the jABC workflow modeling framework benefits

from the domain model to enable workflow designer obtain the adequate work-

flows automatically. Therefore, as in PROPHETS, the synthesis method relies on

behavioural service interface descriptions—that is, services are regarded as trans-

formations that perform particular actions on the available data. Depending on

the modal Semantic Linear Time Logic (SLTL), the synthesis algorithm combines

relative time with the descriptions and taxonomic classifications of types and ser-

vices [85].

In order to construct the synthesis universe which represents possible solutions

that contains all service sequences, in term of USE, GEN, KILL sets, the syn-

thesis algorithm combines behavioral service interface descriptions. In principle,
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according to available services, the synthesis universe is an automaton that con-

nects states with edges. Depending on service input and output specifications,

each state serves as a subset of all types and the transition on those types are

represented by the connecting edges between states. The taxonomies are consid-

ered by the synthesis algorithm to construct the synthesis universe and to evaluate

type and service constraints. Formally, as defined in [30] the synthesis universe is

a triple

T, Sc, T rans, where

• T is a set of concrete and abstract types

• Sc is a set of concrete services

• Trans = {(t, s, t′)} is a set of transitions where (t, t′ ⊆ T and s ∈ Sc)

According to the definitions of USE, GEN, and KILL, a service s ∈ Sc can

be defined as a transformation on the set of types as follows: s : 2T → 2T ,

t→ (t KILL(s)) ∪GEN(s).

The sequences of services that meet the individual workflow specification are

described in SLTL formula. The syntax of SLTL is defined by the following BNF,

where tc and sc express type and service constraints, respectively:

φ ::= true |tc |¬φ |φ ∧ φ | 〈sc〉φ |Gφ |φ ∪ φ

Where

• 〈Sc〉φ declares thatφ must hold in the successor state and it reachable with

the service constraint Sc

• G expresses thatφ must hold generally.

• U specifies thatφ1 has to be valid untilφ2 finally holds.

SLTL includes: a) static constraints which represent the taxonomic expressions

over the types or classes of the type taxonomy, b) dynamic constraints which

represent the taxonomic expressions over the services or classes of the service,

and c) temporal constraints that suitable to express the ordering constraints [85].
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Finally, the specification formula used as input for the synthesis algorithm to

integrate all available SLTL constraints.

Workflow Design

Following the concept of loose specification, in the workflow design phase, it is

possible to indicate one or more branches between SIBs as loosely specified and

apply the synthesis framework provided by PROPHETS, thus replacing them with

appropriate concrete service sequences. Figure 2.10 (top) shows how the loosely

specified branch between the SIBs is indicated (colored by red) by the PROPHETS

plugin. Apparently, a loose branch represents all sequences of services that would

constitute a valid connection between the respective SIBs. The PROPHETS plu-

gin automatically transforms the domain model and constraints into the SLTL

formula, thus, the specification formula encompasses all available workflow con-

straints such as start conditions, end conditions, and domain-specific workflow

constraints.

With PROPHETS plugin in the jABC framework, the workflow designers need

to only drag and drop the start and end services (SIBs) and then to follow a

wizard-style user interfaces to accomplish the tasks of workflow construction. As

shown in Figure 2.11, the overall synthesis process of PROPHETS performs the

following steps:

1. After a loose specification is marked, the workflow designer can define addi-

tional constraints to be taken into account by the synthesis. For this purpose,

PROPHETS provides users with a constraint editor to use the constraint

templates (the 12 templates available in PROPHETS in Table 2.1).

2. Through the synthesis data preview window, the domain information (service

interfaces and taxonomies) and the workflow specification and constraints are

displayed.

3. The search dialogue is displayed to enable search parameters configuration.

For example, status information—like the current search depth and the num-

ber of solutions that have been found so far—is displayed while the search

runs.
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Figure 2.10: Loose specification and possible solutions.
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Figure 2.11: Steps of the PROPHETS synthesis process.

4. The potential solutions that have been found in the previous step are dis-

played in the window providing the solution choices to the user (workflow

designer). The user can then directly choose an appropriate solution from

the list, or decide to return to the first step to refine the specification and

restart the synthesis process. It is also possible to configure PROPHETS

to select one of the solutions automatically according to a particular cost

function.

5. In the solution preview, the selected solution is displayed as a sequence of

SIBs that will be inserted into the workflow in place of the loose branch.

Typically there are many different possibilities for workflows implementing this

specification, and the adequate solutions depend on user requirements such as,

analysis objectives (e.g. compute flooded area ) or using certain type of data

formats and resolution). Accordingly, the four exemplary possible solutions for
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compute flooded area that are shown in Figure 2.10 (bottom), are only some of the

many possible solutions for the synthesis problem defined by the loose specification.

Furthermore, as discussed in detail by lamprecht [20], to allow for a very spe-

cific tailoring of the synthesis process to the characteristics of the domain model,

a variety of configuration options is provided by the PROPHETS. For instance,

the execution of synthesis depends on the configuration of the PROPHETS in-

stallation. That is, it can be set up to the ‘silent’ mode in order to perform

execution without more user interaction or work with different intermediate steps

to customize synthesis inputs and parameters.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

In this chapter, we demonstrate the state of the art in geospatial service standards,

reuse, and composition. In Section 3.1, we investigate the interoperability chal-

lenges of geospatial data and processes, as well as how SOA is used to address these

challenges. In particular, the investigation focuses on how the complexity, flexi-

bility, and reusability of geospatial service composition are handled. Section 3.2

identifies the workflow systems and technologies that are used to compose geospa-

tial services. Section 3.3 demonstrates the current approaches and technologies of

automatic geospatial service composition. This includes the semantic handling of

geospatial service composition.

3.1 Geospatial Services

In the geospatial context and based on ISO TC204, the interoperability definition

emerged as follows: ‘The ability of systems to provide services to and accept ser-

vices from other systems and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to

operate effectively together’ [10]. Several works have sought to improve the data

and service interoperability of geospatial applications. Spatial data infrastruc-

ture (SDI), an internet-based information system, has been designed to facilitate

geospatial data sharing across several interconnected systems [86]. SDI has been

an accepted principle of SOAs. Thus, it offers and share spatial data through web

services [87]. The advancements in general web service technologies and in GIS
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service standards, such as SDI and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 1 web ser-

vice standards, encouraged the migration from the traditional form of standalone

geospatial applications to loosely coupled components and interoperable geospatial

services [2; 8; 88; 89].

Geospatial services are developed to make geospatial data and processes as

interoperable piece that can be used in a wide range of applications. However,

large volumes of geographic data, the lack of interoperability, and complex anal-

ysis processes constitute barriers to ensuring a successful and wide reuse of the

components and services of geospatial applications. Therefore, the designing of

services for geospatial applications should leverage web service technologies by

considering the unique requirements of the geospatial community, which are due

to the inherent complexity of geographical information, the heterogeneity of data

models, large amounts of existing spatial data, and the variety of data formats

that are utilized by different types of programs and applications [2; 8].

The greatest value of SOA is to enable interoperability between services. There-

fore, SOA principles and Web Service technology have been embraced by the

geospatial domain. Many researches quickly followed the trend of building geospa-

tial applications by reusing components and services [8; 90; 91; 92]. In contrast

to standard and general-purpose GIS applications, most current geospatial appli-

cations based on the SOA approach may provide users with just the functionality

they need by combining distinct processes in one service (e.g. [5; 6; 7]), thus pro-

ducing a number of domain-specific services. However, these services are restricted

to specific applications and suffer from the complexity of service reuse.

Open standards, developed by the OGC and the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO), are designed to specify geospatial web service interfaces.

This results in a series of syntactic interface specification standards for the interop-

erability of geospatial web services. OGC follows the mainstream publish-find-bind

paradigm represented by the SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI standards for the interop-

erability of geospatial web services. However, OGC web services (OWS) standards

do not comply with these standards for web services in the business application

domain. OWS are defined as modular components based on XML technology and

the Geography Markup Language (GML), which was developed as an encoding

1http://www.opengeospatial.org
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standard for geographical information [93]. To publish and invoke OGC services

through the web, a number of OGC specification standards are defined:

1. The Web Map Service (WMS) produces and portrays geospatial data in maps

in standard image formats, such as PNG, JPEG, or Scalable Vector Graphics

(SVG). Through a simple HTTP interface, WMS provides a requesting for

geo-map images from one or more distributed geospatial databases [94; 95].

2. The Web Feature Service (WFS) describes and manipulates data operations

at the level of the geospatial feature (e.g. points, lines, and polygons) [96].

Unlike WMS, it allows users to access, retrieve, and exchange geospatial data

at the feature level encoded in GML.

3. The Web Cover Service (WCS) allows users to retrieve a specialized class

of features as coverage. Unlike WMS, WCS provides maps with detailed

descriptions based on the GML application schema [97].

In addition to these service specifications, OGC developed catalogue interface

standards to specify the interfaces. This was done by defining the application

profiles required to publish and access digital catalogues of metadata for geospa-

tial data and services [98]. The Web Processing Service (WPS) is designed and

approved by OGC to specify the service functionality of geospatial services [99].

Through the ‘GetCapabilities’ operation of WPS, users can find the capabilities

of the specific server implementation. The ‘DescribeProcess’ operation provides

users with detailed information about the processes that can be run on the server.

Finally, the user performs the ‘Execute’ operation to run a specific process by pro-

viding specified inputs and receiving the output. In addition, the generic interface

of WPS supports syntactic geospatial process interoperability and OGC service

composition [100].

Owing to the special characteristics of geospatial data, such as diversity of

the massive dataset and numerous specifications of the data (e.g. formats, types,

models, and scales), most approaches for geospatial domain application addressed

syntactic and semantic service composition superficially and separately [21]. Sev-

eral works focused on the construction of domain-specific applications by assem-

bling and reusing geospatial processes and data as services [5; 6; 7]. Some of these
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works support the generality and reuse of specific applications (e.g. environmental

models [101; 102] and climate change vulnerability [7]).

Various attempts are presented to address the challenges of geospatial service

composition, such as complexity, flexibility, and reusability. [90] made one of the

first attempts, where he introduced a simple scenario to evaluate three approaches

of geospatial service chaining: client-coordinated, static, and workflow-managed

service chaining. These approaches explored the key issues of designing and imple-

menting the geospatial service chain, such as how the users should see the service

chain complexity, how the service chain and the metadata of geospatial data can

be tracked, and how services can handle errors. He showed how static chaining

using aggregate services can be an alternative to hide such chaining complexi-

ties; however, this does not allow the user to adjust and control the parameter.

Workflow-managed service chaining, which is presented as a mediating service,

makes a promise to simplify service chaining. Nevertheless, one of its drawbacks is

the use of complex underlying technologies, such as XML-based service description

and orchestration language.

In term of standards and to facilitate the reuse of geospatial services, OGC

web services are commonly used to define the protocols of geospatial service com-

position [87]. Most geospatial service composition approaches, based on standard

OGC service types, do not support SOAP and usually utilize OGC WPS as an

interface for Web Service orchestration [91; 100; 103]. However, WPS has a limited

functionality for composing geospatial services—that is, it cannot run processes

asynchronously and manage them during the execution time [104]. In spite of

the successful implementation of OGC standards by different providers (commer-

cial and open-source), these standards become increasingly complex, making their

implementation an arduous task [105]. According to [106], owing to the lack of

documentation and semantic description, there are a limited number of WPS im-

plementations (only 58 out 9,392). Furthermore, OGC standards do not comply

with the web service standards defined by the W3C and OASIS. Therefore, devel-

oping geospatial services and composing them based on OGC standards requires

additional technical efforts from both developers and users.

SOA approaches have been proposed to support and facilitate geospatial service

reuse and composition. As shown in Figure 3.1, [2] presents an approach that
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demonstrates how the distributed geoprocessing applications can be developed by

using SDI and OGC services (WMS, WFS, WCS, and WPS).

Figure 3.1: Designing Service Architectures for Distributed Geoprocessing,
adopted from [2]

This approach shows that the distinct processes are combined in one geo-

processing service that becomes a more specific application. However, to increase

the flexibility and service reuse, a distinct service should be implemented for only

distinct processes. The AWARE architecture approach, based on SOA and the

principles of INSPIRE (European Union framework directive)[107], is presented to

address geospatial data and operation interoperability [8]. Through a geo-portal,

this approach allows users to execute geo-processing services remotely. Neverthe-

less, this approach is restricted to integrating and invoking the services of OGC

standards.

3.2 Geospatial Workflows

In spite of the solutions offered by web service standards such as WSDL, web

service orchestration, which is the harder task, remains a subject for the emerging

technologies [108]. From the aspect of SOA, workflow systems are often used to

handle syntactic service composition manually [14]. In these systems, to create a

workflow, the services are described statically and usually a domain expert takes
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into account user requirements in order to discover services. [88].

Scientific workflow technologies emerged to facilitate and support the com-

position and execution of complex analysis processes in a flexible fashion. This

was achieved by simplifying the programming effort required by scientists or users

to orchestrate computational tasks [108; 109; 110; 111; 112]. In contrast to the

communication- and document-oriented workflows in the business domain, scien-

tific workflows are data- and computation-oriented [113; 114; 115].

Geospatial workflows are considered to be a special kind of scientific workflow.

Hence, workflow technologies and well-known scientific workflow systems, such

as Kepler [116] and VisTrails [117], have been applied early on to deal with the

coordination and the execution of complex geospatial Web processes. The Geo-

Opera tool, which is built up on workflow technologies, provides a fully distributed

and heterogeneous computing platform. It has been presented to support aspects

of geo-process management [118].

BPEL-based business workflow technology has been used to orchestrate geospa-

tial services. On the other hand, a geospatial workflow engine based on Ac-

tiveBPEL has been proposed to enable BPEL to orchestrate OGC web services

[119]. A BPEL workflow engine called BPELPower has been designed to sup-

port the features of scientific workflow engines at the implementation level (e.g.

a workflow approach to coordinate between Web live sensors and earth science

models (ESMs) [120], and as a general sensor Web data service framework for geo-

processing workflows [121]). A different approach is proposed and evaluated by

using Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language (SCUFL), used by the Taverna

Workbench and the BPEL for developing geo-scientific workflows [122]. Recently,

BPELPower was enacted to handle GML and to orchestrate OGC services, such as

WPS and WFS [123]. Despite various attempts to use BPEL to orchestrate geospa-

tial services, BPEL still has some challenges for orchestrating OGC web services,

such as the lack of SOAP support, raw binary data served by OGC services, and

the manual creation of the WSDL document for each process [92; 119].

Several studies have shown that orchestration using non-BPEL approaches is

feasible. For instance, an approach is presented to extend the capabilities of WPS

in order to use SOAP and WSDL [124]. This allows using OGC services in a

generic workflow system like Taverna [125].
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The Kepler scientific workflow system [126] has been applied to handle dis-

tributed geospatial data processing using web services [127; 128; 129; 130] and to

compose OGC services [121; 131]. However, most of the current scientific workflow

technologies in the geospatial domain are designed for the non-geospatial domain

and, in particular, are used to address more specific applications, which are suit-

able for concrete application requirements—for instance, to couple the components

of climate and hydrological models [132] for climate data analysis [133], and for

the integration of complex earth-system models [130]. The scientific workflow was

also utilized as a mediation service to compose and chain geospatial services for

some geospatial applications [112].

Despite their promise to simplify the service composition process, scientific

workflow management systems are often inherently complex and challenging in

use and design, especially for heterogeneous resources. Furthermore, the majority

of current workflow technologies are designed to support service composition at

a lower, technical level, and not at a level where average users can handle the

composition and execution tasks. Thus, users have to intervene in the composition

at design time and it is time-consuming. Some attempts addressed the technical

complexities of workflow systems by enabling web-based workflow composition and

editing [127; 134]. Nevertheless, learning how to apply these technologies to build

a system based on services remains complex for application experts, particularly

given the interoperability challenges of geospatial data.

A geo-processing workflow tool named GeoModelbuilder is designed to support

open standard-compliant geospatial web services and data [135]. It offers a flexible

and user-friendly way to integrate sensors, geo-processing services, and environ-

mental models. However, it is used only to integrate the environmental model

corresponding to an open standard-compliant OpenMi. In addition, and up to

the time of writing this thesis, it does not seem that GeoModelbuilder is used to

orchestrate geospatial services based on SOAP or being OGC-compliant. A Busi-

ness Process Markup Notation (BPMN) approach is introduced in the near term

to flexible OGC service chaining using the standard of WPS [136]. Nevertheless,

users face some challenges of using an editor and service discovery. Furthermore,

this approach is tested in a specific challenging use case of crowd-sourced spatial

data and its quality in terms of performance.
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3.3 Automatic Geospatial Service Composition

Approaches

Owing to the dramatic increase of geospatial Web services and the diversity of

concept models that describe geospatial services, composing services manually is

a highly complex task. As pointed out in [14], at present, there are three ways to

compose a geospatial service: the manual approach for syntactic geospatial ser-

vice composition, and the automatic and semi-automatic approaches for semantic

geospatial service composition. Semantically interoperable geospatial services can

be composed automatically or semi-automatically. Hence, it is necessary to provide

geospatial services with a semantic description that is processed and interpreted

by a computer.

The semantic interoperability problem is classified into three classes [10]: While

the first two classes are concerned with data and service discovery, the third class is

concerned with determining whether and how services can be composed to produce

the desired behaviour. According to [137], handling the semantics of web services

constitutes: (1) data or information semantics by annotating the semantics of input

and output of service operations, (2) functional semantics by defining a formal

representation for the service function, (3) execution semantics by modelling the

workflow of services, and (4) QoS semantics by providing the quality criteria to

select the suitable service

Several efforts have been made to handle the semantics of geospatial service

composition. UDDI and the Electronic Business Registry Information Model

(ebRIM) are prominent service registry models for supporting service discovery.

In the geospatial domain, OGC has implemented and recommended ebRIM as

a profile for the Catalogue Service for the Web (CSW) profile [138]. The CSW

based on ebRIM has been semantically enhanced by adding extensions for reg-

istering services to support semantic service discovery [139]. However, the CSW

based on the ebRIM profile and taxonomy models is bounded for OGC services

and supports only the syntactic matching of keywords, which leads to the lack of

discovery results. Furthermore, it does not deal with the content of the service,

which is an essential aspect to reach full interoperability, and it does not originate

directly from the users or domain experts.
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Standardization and annotation approaches have been utilized to resolve syn-

tactic and semantic geospatial data heterogeneity [140; 141]. The OGC standards

help to overcome the syntactic service composition. However, it does not help to

resolve the semantic service composition. Accordingly, individual services can only

be evaluated for conformance to specifications, but not for interoperability with

each other [10; 14; 139; 142]. One possible solution for achieving the semantics of

data interoperability is the annotation approach. This can be achieved by using

ontologies [143; 144].

Ontologies have been utilized as a promised solution to handle the semantic

discovery of geospatial data and services [145]. An ontology-based catalogue of

services proposed to capture the semantics of users’ queries [146; 147; 148]. Service

taxonomies have been introduced by the ISO in ISO19119 [149]. [149; 150] are also

taxonomies that are used to support the semantic discovery of geospatial services.

To handle automatic geospatial service composition, few attempts have ad-

dressed the execution semantics ([semi-]automatic workflow composition) of geospa-

tial services. The Science Environment for Ecological Knowledge (SEEK) 1 has

been expressed by OWL into Kepler to enable automatic structural data transfor-

mation in the data flow among services [151].

Semantic web services (SWS) composition approaches, such as OWL-S and

WSMO, have been utilized to handle the semantic and automatic composition of

geospatial web services. OWL-S is used by [152] to automate the composition of

geospatial web services. They propose a prototype extending the OGC CSW spec-

ification to include OWL-S. In this prototype, the authors conclude that ontologies

describing data and services can support the automatic construction of geospatial

workflows. However, some limitations to their prototype are noted. First, there

are inconsistencies in spatial-referencing systems or geometries for input and out-

put. Hence, a further revision is required for the functional semantics. Second,

in their example, raster datasets are only considered and feature types (e.g. data

scales and coordinate system) are dismissed.

In [153], a study presents two approaches for building geospatial workflows au-

tomatically: the abstract composition and the concrete composition of workflows.

In concrete composition, they found that, unlike OWL-S, WSDL-S supports all

1http://seek.ecoinformatics.org
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aspects of discovery composition and takes less effort to implement than OWL-S

grounding. Nevertheless, they remarked that their approaches need a user to edit

an abstract workflow design to construct the concrete composition and, thus, to

perform a semi-automatic workflow design.

An approach for the semantically assisted design of geospatial workflows has

been presented in [11]. Based on the semantic descriptions of resources, a proto-

type based on the Eclipse-based BPEL editors is designed to retrieve candidate

resources. During the workflow design, calculations of the semantic similarity of

candidate workflows could be triggered. However, because a test corpus of OGC

web services does not exist, no test collection of geospatial services is developed

to evaluate the precision of the semantically assisted catalogue service.

In recent times, AI-planning techniques have been considered to enable the au-

tomatic composition of geospatial services. In this regard, a notable study presents

how OWL-S can be incorporated into an AI method to handle a semi-automatic

geospatial service chaining [154]. In [12], a WSMO-based approach is proposed

to integrate AI techniques for the automatic composition of geospatial and non-

geospatial web services. By considering the additional semantics of geospatial data,

such as geo-data quality requirements, a new approach using AI-planning meth-

ods is presented to improve the robustness of geospatial web services composition

[155].

The possible composition approaches that can use existing semantic web ser-

vice technologies such as OWL-S, WSMO, and WSDL-S to handle the semantics

of geospatial service composition have been demonstrated in [156]. From the other

side, he describes how data-type and service-type ontologies can be used to anno-

tate the semantics of geospatial service operation. He also elaborates on possible

automatic composition models. Nevertheless, only conceptual models are designed

and no specific system or technology is presented to implement such approaches.

Furthermore, execution semantics or semantic workflow design are not mentioned.

Although progress has been made with regard to the semantic composition

approaches of geospatial services, in its current form it often deals only with service

discovery. Furthermore, most of these approaches define semantics at a fine level of

granularity of operations and queries. Thus, a methodology to describe and drive

possible compositions of operations automatically is a critical requirement. Despite
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the promising results of using SWS composition technologies (such as OWL-S and

WSMO) and the adoption of OGC standards, the successful application of all these

techniques for (semi-)automatic workflow composition depends on the provisioning

of adequate meta-information about the involved technical entities (services, data

types) of the target application. Furthermore, most of the existing geospatial

software tools (either as freeware or commercial products) do not have standard

interface protocols and are not OGC-compliant. These tools can be developed

into web services that are not OGC-compliant. Therefore, more and individual

technical efforts are required to develop OWL-S descriptions for these services.

In fact, there are still many challenges to handling the semantic composition

of geospatial services and, therefore, carrying out automatic service composition.

In particular, for real-world applications, the existing approaches still face some

challenges:

• Formalizing of geospatial services for sustained service registry. Identifying

all functional modules as services and then building the taxonomy to organize

concepts of services [3].

• Addressing the execution semantics of geospatial services composition (work-

flow design).

• Handling QoS by considering different aspects of geospatial data quality

that are related to data formats, coordinate reference systems, and spatial

resolutions.

• Handling the performance of automatic service composition (workflow syn-

thesis). For instance, decreasing the input of services and types to reduce

the exploration time of adequate workflows.

• Lack of usable frameworks, such as graphical tools, to:

– Simplify composition tasks tackled by domain experts by hiding the

technical details of services and their implementation,

– Build and integrate the required ontologies that rely heavily on domain

experts. For instance, the handling of the semantics of user intents by
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users who have no technical background in semantic web technologies

and their use,

– Add semantics awareness into existing standards, such as OGC, and

– Let users express their constraints in a high-level way to compose ser-

vices according to their preferences.
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Chapter 4

Application Example: Geospatial

Workflows for Climate Impact

Analysis

This chapter shows how we addressed the challenges of geospatial service reuse and

workflow design by using the XMDD paradigm supported by the jABC and jETI

technologies. In concrete terms, it describes how we have made the functionality

underlying the ci:grasp climate impact information platform available as easily

reusable services, thus enabling users to design workflows in an agile manner.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents an overview about

climate impact applications related to ci:grasp. Section 4.2 describes a manual

workflow design architecture with its components (data layer, service layer, and

workflow design layer). The evaluation of using an eXtreme paradigm to improve

the geospatial service reuse in climate impact applications is demonstrated in Sec-

tion 4.3.

4.1 Climate Impact Analysis Applications Sce-

nario

By means of geospatial application or GIS, climate impact analysis has been ad-

dressed as a specific topic in the broad field of environmental risk and impact
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assessment. The impact of climate change is often assessed using a chain of sci-

entific models that are not easily accessible and applicable. The results of various

models are compared in a large community effort—for example, the ongoing Inter-

Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project [23]. Efforts are being made to

design the models in a modular and reusable way [157]; however, a breakthrough

has not been reached in the impact-modelling community. Further, as efficient

communication of climate change insights to a broader audience, as well as to

policy-makers and decision-makers, is both crucial and not trivial [158], climate

information services are of high interest.

Analysing and assessing the potential impacts of climate change are crucial

tasks in order to adequately plan and undertake adaptive measures [7]. These

tasks require analysis processing and the integration of large and heterogeneous

datasets. These analyses are particularly demanding issues because of the multi-

scale and multi-objective nature of environmental modelling for climate change

impact assessment [159].

The ci:grasp project1, a web-based climate information system, aims to sup-

port decision-makers in developing and emerging countries to prioritize adapta-

tion needs, as well as to plan and implement appropriate adaptation measures

[160; 161]. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the information presented on ci:grasp.

The core contribution is to provide a web-based user interface that can interac-

tively access information on the impacts of climate change. It models climate

information and related knowledge in the form of text, maps, and graphs over a

web page. SLR and more frequent extreme events causing climate change—such as

flooding—present a high risk to human lives and cause massive economic damage.

Thus, identifying vulnerable areas is the first step towards prevention measures

[161].

SLR, changes in temperature and precipitation, and increased drought risk are

the main impacts of climate change included on ci:grasp [161]. These impacts,

as well as the more frequent extreme events expected under a changing climate,

present a high risk to human lives and cause massive economic damage depend-

ing on the degree of global warming. Therefore, ci:grasp provides some related

analysis, such as estimation of the potential of peri-urban agriculture for major

1http://www.cigrasp.org
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the information available on ci:grasp.

Figure 4.2: Variations in climate impact processes.

cities by determining their ‘carrying capacity’ and quantification of the adequacy

of water resources for different user groups. ci:grasp provides users with climate

impact-related information and knowledge. However, it is only based on predefined

data, processes, and scenarios. Thus, users are unable to use their own data with

a certain scale or with certain formats, nor to use processes in a flexible manner

in order to define several scenarios. Furthermore, it is not possible for users to

understand the workflow of the processes achieving the required tasks [24].

In order to depict some of these challenges, Figure 4.2 illustrates the complex-
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ity of possible variations of climate impact analysis processes. For a particular

investigated area, differently elevated data scales could be used to analyse the

impacts of several climate stimuli, such as SLR, temperature change, and pre-

cipitation change. For a specific value of climate stimuli factors, various possible

climate impact analyses are possible. For instance, based on a particular SLR

rate, climate change is assessed with respect to the impacts of the potential loss

of agricultural production, calories available, and the effect on food security, but

also with respect to the properties of rural and urban damage functions. For each

specific SLR impact (e.g. food loss), several sub-impacts are analysed depending

on food type, potential time (2020, 2050, or 2080), a range of different climate

scenarios, such as EHA2 and EHB2, and soil and terrain conditions [162]. There-

fore, the possibility of variation analysis will be increased when considering the

user preferences regarding user input and output data types and formats.

Figure 4.3: Layered architecture approach for manual geospatial workflow design.

4.2 Manual Workflow Design Architecture

To describe the components involved in the workflow development, a layered ar-

chitectural organization is drawn (see Figure 4.3). This architecture is presented

to depict how it is possible to use a diversity of geospatial datasets with different
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types of services to design a workflow. From bottom to top, the three layers are

described as follows:

4.2.1 Data Layer

Data is a crucial component when designing workflows and, often, scientific work-

flows are designed from the perspective of dataflow concepts. Climate datasets

(geospatial and not geospatial data) exist in various formats, units, scales, and

geo-reference systems. Therefore, providing users with a flexible way to handle

the heterogeneity of geospatial datasets will increase the productivity of users

or researchers working on the analysis processes. In this section, the variety of

datasets used in the example of the climate impact analyses will be described.

In fact, the potential impacts of climate change are assessed with respect to

the potential loss of agricultural production, calories available, effect on food se-

curity [163], and properties of rural and urban damage functions [164]. To this

end, heterogeneous data (e.g. elevation, land use, gross domestic product [GDP],

population density, yield, or water data) has to be used. The data exists in sev-

eral formats (like GeoTIFF, ASCII, NetCDF, TXT, and CSV), at different scales

(from 90m to 55km), and in different geo-referencing systems, requiring adequate

integration and aggregation.

Table 4.1 describes six main dataset groups (elevation data, GDP data, popu-

lation data, land use or land cover data, yield data, and water data). The water

data used in the context of our example includes available water resources from the

LPJmL model [172; 176], environmental water requirements [173], water quality

[174], water accessibility [177], and agricultural water needs [175]. All datasets

are pre-processed as GTiff raster data. The combination of these allows users to

compute the water adequacy for the municipal, agricultural, industrial, and en-

vironmental sectors. Furthermore, food consumption data on a national level is

available as a CSV table from FAOSTAT [178] and is used to compute the carrying

capacities of cities.

In fact, the data also exists in different classes of types. For instance, to show

the numerous types of datasets used in the example of climate impact analysis,

Figure 4.4 presents a classification tree for the global information agricultural
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Table 4.1: Main group of datasets.

Datasets

Group

Description Formats Resolution Source

elevation

data (DEM)

the digital elevation

model (DEM) can be used

to identify land areas

that are hydraulically

connected to the sea and

below a certain elevation

raster 90m [165]

GDP data include global gridded in-

formation about GDP

raster 1km [166]

population

data

include global gridded in-

formation and a table with

67,935 settlement points

raster,

vector,

and

CSV

table

0.0417◦ ≈
5km

CIESIN

[167; 168; 169]

yield data global information of ac-

tual and potential agricul-

tural production provided

by global agro-ecological

zones (GAEZ), agricul-

tural productivity

raster 0.0833◦ ≈
10km

CIESIN [170]

land

use/land

cover

a pre-processed MODIS

land cover map, includ-

ing 17 different land cover

types, such as croplands

and urban areas

raster,

vector,

and

CSV

table

500m [171]

water data include available water

resources from the LPJmL

model, water requirement,

and agricultural water

needs

raster,

vector,

and text

files

0.5◦ [172; 173; 174;

175]
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Figure 4.4: Yield data classification tree.

production of GAEZs. The data is classified into two major classes: actual and

potential production classes. The actual production of several crops can be either

rain-fed or through irrigation. The potential production is classified into several

levels with regard to potential time (2020, 2050, or 2080), a range of different cli-

mate scenarios, such as EHA2 and EHB2, and soil and terrain conditions, such as

Irrigate High Input (IHI), Irrigate Medium Input (IMI), Rain High Input (RHI),

and Rain Low Input (RLI). Overall, there is information on the yield constraints,

crop calendars, harvested area, and production potential estimates for 11 major

crop groups, 49 major crops, and 92 crop types. Productivity estimates are made

for rain-fed farming and several irrigation systems [162]. In addition to the prede-

fined types or scales of data, other datasets can also be used.

4.2.2 Service Layer

According to the service orientation paradigm assumption, any kind of computa-

tional resource should be seen and handled as a service—that is, a well-defined

unit of functionality with a well-defined interface—to provide a high level of ab-

straction and reusability (cf., e.g. [179]). In this section, we demonstrate how, by

applying the concepts of service engineering and using jETI technology, we can

make the available climate impact assessment tools based on ci:grasp accessible as

remote services.

The process of turning arbitrary software components into proper services that

are adequate, for example, for (re-)use in workflow management systems is referred
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to as servification [24]. In the service layer, the servification processes take place

for the tools that have been developed for climate impact assessment within the

ci:grasp platform.

Several tools and applications have been developed to analyse the risk index of

climate impacts, such as data creation, conversion, and visualization tools. In the

context of this thesis, we used the scientific tools that are developed to address the

analysis of the impacts of SLR, the potential of peri-urban agriculture for major

cities by determining their ‘carrying capacity’, and quantification of the adequacy

of water resources. These tools are used on the ci:grasp climate information plat-

form. They are based on scripts in the GNU R language that comprises several

tools for spatial analysis. The srtmtools package [180] used for the data analysis

provides the methods required to produce results, as presented on ci:grasp. It com-

bines various tools that are based on different packages. For instance, the raster

package tool1 [181] for data reading, writing, manipulating, analysing, and mod-

elling of gridded spatial data, the Gdal tool2 for data conversion [182], and other

packages for data visualization, such as Png3 [183] and plotGoogleMaps [184]. The

cca package [185] implements the city clustering algorithm [186]. It is used to iden-

tify cites based on the urban class from land cover datasets and to join population

information from a list of settlement points.

In concrete terms, the servification process of the climate impact assessment

tools is performed as follows:

• First, understanding and analysing the scripts of climate impact assessment

tools with the domain experts of the ci:grasp project to define the common

GIS processes and application-specific processes.

• Second, decomposing the climate impact assessment tools into loosely cou-

pled services. To ensure a great level of reuse for the services, the decompo-

sition process performed a rigorous abstraction for the most frequently used

process steps in various applications of climate impact assessment.

• Third, providing these services as autonomously running R scripts. In jETI,

1http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/raster/
2http://www.gdal.org,https://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/rgdal/
3http://www.rforge.net/png
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Table 4.2: Service library created for climate impact analysis.

Service Description

Data manipulation services
Load SRTM elevation data Download the DEM for the selected area.
Load raster data Load raster data from global map data.
Read data from a table Read a file in table format and create a data frame from it.
Get GADM data Get spatial country data from GADM database.
Cropping raster data Crop or clip returns a geographic subset of an object as specified

by an extent object
Masking data Identifying areas to be included in analysis
Re-sampling raster data Transfer values between non-matching raster objects
Raster projection Get or set the coordinate reference system (CRS) of a raster*

object.
Extent raster data Define the spatial extent of objects of the raster data
Extract raster data Extract values from a raster object at the locations of other spatial

data.
Conversion services Used to convert data formats and units.
Transformation services Used to transform data projection and geo-referencing systems.
Trim Shrink a raster object by removing outer rows and columns.
Join GRUMP point data Join GRUMP point data with city clusters.

Computation services

SLR applications
Compute flooded areas Compute the flooded areas for a region based on its DEM.
Compute population or GDP
at risk

Estimate the number of people or GDP that would be affected.

Compute potential land loss
(ha)

Estimate the area that will be potentially inundated.

Compute yield loss Compute actual and potential production value affected in USD.
Compute land loss classes Define the type of land affected, from 1–16 different land types.
City capacity applications
Compute bounding box Compute bounding box for a certain city.
Compute carrying capacity Estimate the carrying capacity for a certain city.
Compute city clusters Estimate the population of the cluster (multiple cities).
Compute peri-urban area
buffer

Create buffer with specific size and exclude water bodies, as well as
other urban and peri-urban areas.

Compute daily person kcal Estimate the kcal need of one person per day for the given country.
Water adequacy applications
Calculate water fuzzy values Use the method of fuzzy logic to assess the state of water

conditions.
Compute water adequacy Use to compute several aspect of water adequacy.
Compute water quality Use to compute several aspects of water quality.
Compute water livelihood Use to compute several aspects of water livelihood.

Output services
Generate interactive map
output

Generate an interactive map output using the Google Maps API1.

Generate static map Create a static map in PNG or PDF format.
Produce GeoTIFF output Create a geo-referenced file (GeoTIFF, ASCII).
Produce text output Create a text file containing some summary and statistical

information.

a description for each service, equipped with well-defined inputs and outputs,

is configured on the server and connected with the corresponding script file.

After that, services are generated automatically into SIBs; therefore, they

can easily be consumed as remotely accessible services on a jETI server that

are adequate, for example, for (re-)use in workflow management systems.

Based on this way of the servification process, around 65 services have been
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created for different climate impact analysis process steps. These services are listed

in Table 4.2 and can be categorized into three groups as follows:

• Data manipulation includes data loading and re-sampling, transformation,

and conversion services. It also comprises common geospatial services, such

as clipping and masking.

• Computation includes the domain-specific computation services that are re-

lated to the climate impact analysis of SLR, city capacity, and water ade-

quacy applications.

• Output generation includes services for the creation of PNG, PDF, TXT,

GeoTIFF, or ASCII output files, and for result visualization in an interactive

map, such as Google Maps.

In addition to these services, the service layer comprises some web services for

geo-coding and other SIBs provided by jABC to support data input or output, in

order to evaluate conditions and for basic user interaction1.

4.2.3 Workflow Design Layer

At the workflow design layer, the composition of the services into climate impact

analysis workflows takes place. In this section, we demonstrate how the jABC

process modelling and execution framework [27] supports the service reuse and

agility design of climate impact analysis workflows. As jABC aims to involve the

application experts throughout the development process [187], the power of the

agile workflow development style will be demonstrated by addressing some use

cases of climate-related impact applications.

The use cases of workflows illustrate how the newly created domain-specific

services described in the previous section are leveraged to a user-accessible level

and composed with the standard SIB libraries provided by the jABC into workflows

tailored to their specific needs. Through the examples, we will show how the rapid

development and delivery of service composition, differences in the abstraction

1http://jabc.cs.tu-dortmund.de/sib/
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level, and intuitive graphical interface in jABC enable users to construct different

workflows for climate impact assessment in an agile workflow-based way.

In the following, three main use cases of climate impact applications are pre-

sented: analysis of potential SLR impacts, estimation of the potential of peri-urban

agriculture for major cities by determining their ‘carrying capacity’, and quantifi-

cation of the adequacy of water resources for different user groups. For complete

applications, we designed around 92 different models, composed of more than 321

SIBs and spanning three hierarchy levels.

SLR Impact Analysis Workflow

The primary task of SLR impact analysis is to identify the impact of the submer-

gence of land. This is achieved by identifying vulnerable areas from a digital ele-

vation model—e.g. the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) terrain eleva-

tion data [165]—to determine the potential requirements for prevention measures.

This can be performed by using the srtmtools package and based on the burning

algorithm presented by [186] to download necessary data from the CGIAR-CSI

database [165] automatically. After that, there is the combination of the vulner-

able areas with the data of interest—for example, the data specifying the type of

flooded land or the potential GDP, yield, and calorie loss. The srtmtools package

provides a re-sampling function that can be used to deal with different resolutions

of the datasets, which gives the exact amount of flooded land per grid cell for a

different resolution [28].

By reusing created services, we used jABC to design a simple workflow to

assess the impact of SLR on the agricultural yield loss for a region to be selected

by the user. The process is as shown in Figure 4.5, from left to right (the SIB

with the underlined name denotes the starting point): (1) Select the working

directory for input and output data; (2) define the investigated area by coordinates

or names; (3) download the digital elevation model of the selected area; (4) enter

the magnitude of SLR; (5) compute the flooded area; (6) compute the yield loss

due to the flooding; and (7) generate an output file with results in the PDF

format. The functionality that is actually a composite of several services (SIBs)

in a separate (sub-)model is marked by a green circle. For instance, SIB (6)
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Figure 4.5: Workflow for yield loss assessment.

is a composite service that allows for the computation of several types of yield

loss for different climate scenarios, which again make use of other (sub-)models.

Organizing workflow applications under different levels of abstraction by enabling

a hierarchical modelling style will support the flexibility of reuse from coarse-
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Figure 4.6: Workflow for SLR impact assessment with preconfigured variation
points.

grained and more conceptual views at the higher levels, down to fine-grained and

more technical views at the lower levels. For example, in the middle of Figure 4.5

is the concrete realization of the flexible selection of the yield data to be used:

The user can select if he/she wants to work with her/his own datasets by defining

the characteristics of the data (e.g. climate scenario and yield data aggregation

condition) or based on the existing GEAZ datasets structure as described in Section

4.2.1.

In contrast to the previous example, which aims to show how the user can reuse

services in a flexible manner to address a concrete application, the second example

presents variations of preconfigured workflows for several SLR impact assessment

applications. As shown in Figure 4.6, preconfigured variations are used to provide

a selection of predefined options:

• Location-determining variation allows for easy modification of the definition

of the region considered for the analysis. Besides entering the coordinates

directly (as in the basic example), it is also possible to use the geo-coding

service by entering the name of a place or an address that is then used as

the centre of the region.

• Analysis objectives variation includes a collection of different computations,
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summarized in Table 4.3, that can be selected according to the concrete

objectives when assessing SLR impacts. Some of these computations use

the same underlying computation service, but their interfaces are tailored to

concrete use cases. For example, to compute the yield loss, two computation

variations are available (compute potential and actual yield loss), correspond-

ing to the analysis objective and the respective type of data. As presented in

Figure 4.5, all these computations are realized by separate workflow models.

• Output generation variation provides SIBs for creating different output for-

mats. Users can select one or more (by including a sequence of output-

generating SIBs) formats for the presentation of the final results, including

(a) static maps in different formats (JPEG, PDF, PNG, PS), (b) an interac-

tive map using the Google Maps API1, (c) a text file containing a summary,

and (d) a geo-referenced file (GeoTIFF, ASCII) that can be used for further

external GIS processing.

Table 4.3: Objectives of assessing SLR impacts.

Computation (VP2) Description

compute rural and urban GDP at risk focus on potential economic damage in

coastal communities

compute population at risk of migration focus on the number of people that

would be affected

compute actual or potential yield loss compute actual or potential production

value affected in USD

compute actual or potential production

affected ($)

focus on the economic value of the agri-

cultural loss

compute actual or potential caloric en-

ergy loss

focus on the actual and potential peo-

ples’ annual diets lost

compute land loss classes determine 1–16 different land types

compute potential land loss (ha) determine the area that will be poten-

tially inundated

Based on these preconfigured variations, flexible adjustment of the SLR impact

assessment at the user level is possible. For instance, users can easily build vari-

ants of the workflow corresponding to their preferences: Users only need to change

1https://developers.google.com/maps/
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Figure 4.7: Workflow for the iteration over different values of SLR.

Figure 4.8: Exploration of flooded areas with different SLR values (2, 3, 4).

the execution path in order to include additional options from the preconfigured

variations, simply by dragging the connecting branches to other SIBs. For exam-

ple, the connections in Figure 4.6 show that the user is interested in determining

the region by entering the address or name of a place to assess the number of

people that could potentially be affected by a submergence of land triggered by a

certain magnitude of SLR. Next, after the loading of the elevation data, entering

the magnitude of SLR to be considered, and computation of the flooded areas,

the computation of the potentially affected population is performed. Finally, the

outputs are shown in Google Maps and a GeoTIFF file is created.
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Like other scientific application domains, supporting the reproducibility of ex-

periment results in a climate impact analysis process is a crucial task. Therefore,

jABC supports users with a mechanism for parameter exploration to address the

inherent uncertainties in assessing future climate change. Thus, it provides sup-

port for the common approach of generating and comparing projections for dif-

ferent scenarios—for instance, exploring the magnitude of SLR, different land use

datasets, and different land loss classes.

Having an explicit structure of workflow instances with an executable specifica-

tion and published results enables users to run and explore a variety of experiments

just by changing the parameters. An example of a workflow that performs a pa-

rameter exploration by iterating over different magnitudes of SLR is depicted in

Figure 4.7. Here, the user enters not only a single SLR magnitude, but a comma-

separated list of potential increases in the sea level. This step of the workflow

execution is shown in Figure 4.7. The workflow iterates over the list elements,

computing the potentially flooded area for a different magnitude of SLR in each

iteration. As shown in Figure 4.8, the user obtains a set of maps, each representing

a different scenario. Although this is only a simple example, it demonstrates well

the possibility to use the jABC to perform an analysis of the parameters auto-

matically, which, in this case, provides a convenient way to generate outputs for

multiple scenarios in order to deal with the uncertainty relating to the magnitude

of SLR under climate change.

City Module Workflows

Another use case related to the global and regional adaptation to climate impacts

is the identification of the global potential of local peri-urban food production.

The city module of ci:grasp provides, among other topics, a dataset to identify the

potential of peri-urban agriculture for 2,383 cities worldwide by determining their

carrying capacity.

The carrying capacity analysis is based on the combination of several datasets

as well as various food and yield scenarios. Given the large datasets—including

different classification schemes of land cover types—providing users with flexible

workflows to perform different analyses for cities worldwide is a crucial task. In
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Figure 4.9: Compute peri-urban agriculture and carrying capacity for a city.

this section, we show how users can easily reuse the services described in Section

4.2.2 to assess the potential of peri-urban agriculture for a particular city based

on certain food and yield scenarios, and to determine the carrying capacity of the

investigated city.

The example of urban carrying capacity depicted in Figure 4.9 presents a work-

flow to identify the potential of peri-urban agriculture for a certain city. By starting

from the upper left, users should define the investigated city by name (in this ex-

ample, the city of Berlin in Germany). Based on the coordinates of the chosen

settlement point, an area of interest is defined as a bounding box and the corre-

sponding land use or land cover data will be loaded. After that, the urban class will

be extracted from the land cover data and the cca will perform the identification

of the corresponding urban cluster. The next step is the creation of the peri-urban

area as a buffer around the urban cluster, excluding water bodies. Finally the

peri-urban agriculture area is computed and stored in a file or generated as a map

in a PDF file.

Computing the carrying capacity for a specific city can be easily done by reusing

the potential peri-urban agriculture area identification workflow described above

as a composite service (marked by a green circle), as shown in the button of Figure

4.9. By extracting the yield data from agricultural areas within the buffer, and by

loading population and food data to identify the kilocalorie need for each person
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per day, the carrying capacity for the investigated city can be computed. Note

that the functionality of the carrying capacity example is more complex and is

then defined by a separate (sub-)model that is represented by a building block,

with the SIBs marked by a green circle.

Water Resource Adequacy Workflows

Following the approach presented in [188], the scenario described in this section

assesses the water adequacy for three major water users—namely, the domestic,

agricultural, and industrial sectors—as well as the total water adequacy using

fuzzy logic. This approach can be applied to 174 countries to compute the water

adequacy for a baseline (1981–2010) and two future scenarios (2011–2040, RCP

2.6, and RCP 8.5) based on the output of two climate models. These results should

help to determine the main limiting factors relating to adequate access to water

in a specific region and could help select the most efficient countermeasures.

Providing users in the different sectors with flexible workflows for the analyses

will improve their productivity and will support them to consider additional re-

quirements, such as climate models and population growth, in order to assess the

adequacy of water resources. The exemplary water adequacy analysis workflow de-

picted in Figure 4.10 computes the water adequacy for South Africa. Users should

define the path to the files that include the water data of several scenarios (RCP 2.6

and RCP 8.5 of 1981–2010 and 2011–2040). Next, the workflow loads and stores

files as a list of raster data. Iso3 code and administrative level are required to

obtain the country data from GADM [189]. For the chosen administrative regions,

fuzzy logic is used to model water adequacy based on available water resources

from the LPJmL model [172], as well as environmental water requirements [173],

water quality [174], water accessibility [177], and agricultural water needs [175].

Several data creation services, as listed in Table 4.2, are reused to read and

load various datasets as well as shrink the data to the defined region. Additional

new services are introduced to convert the total data to per capita values and

for the computation of fuzzy values. Figure 4.10 shows the exemplary results

of these steps for water adequacy in the municipal, agricultural, industrial, and

environmental sectors.
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Figure 4.10: Compute water resource adequacy in South Africa.

4.3 Handling Geospatial Service Reuse

The geospatial services have their own characteristics, such as complex processes

and big datasets, which hamper service reuse. Therefore, we believe that, to

increase service reuse, a significant factor would be facilitating service reuse and

making the composition easy and flexible for a wide range of communities and peo-

ple, so that the scientific community (e.g. geospatial application experts) can use

and understand service principles and build applications based on service compo-

sition. This section demonstrates how the XMDD paradigm, supported by jABC

and jETI technologies, makes an essential contribution to the increasing service

reuse of climate impact analysis processes. In concrete terms, Figure 4.11 presents

an approach to evaluate how the challenges of geospatial service reuse can be ad-

dressed from three perspectives: (1) servification, by turning basic components

into reusable pieces of functionality; (2) enabling flexible and easy service reuse
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to compose services in agile workflows, which frees end-users from the burdens

of learning programming or scripting languages and other required technologies

to design and adapt workflows; and (3) offering a suitable environment to han-

dle comprehensive geospatial processing by supporting remote execution and the

integration of services.

Figure 4.11: From geospatial tools to running workflows.

To assess the number of service reuse instances of created workflows for climate

impact use cases (SLR impact analysis, city module, and water resource adequacy),

we used the jABCstats framework [190]. For 13 of the workflows, Table 4.4 shows

the frequency of reuse of the created services (see 4.2.2. According to the statistical

values, these services have been reused 248 times in total for only 11 workflow

variations. However, several variations of workflows can be designed based on

analysis objectives and user preferences of data input.

The initial statistical results of service reuse reflect that the services have con-

tributed to a significant number of reuses in the different workflow applications.

Not surprisingly, data manipulation and output generation services are reused

for all climate impact-related applications. Note that these services could also

be reused in other analyses of climate change drivers included on ci:grasp, such

as changes in temperature and precipitation, and increased drought risk, and in

other risk analyses related to climate impacts. Furthermore, the services of data

manipulation and of output generation and visualization are more likely to be

reused in the geospatial application domain in general.

We are convinced that performing rigorous servification, and providing an easy

and flexible way to compose services in geospatial applications significantly im-

proves their reuse. However, geospatial services deal with large datasets and need

comprehensive computing resources. Thus, even runtime performance and mem-

ory requirements should be considered when working on improving the reuse of

geospatial services. In the examples used in this work and as mentioned in Sec-
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Table 4.4: Frequency of service reuse.

Application No. of Reuses of Services No. of Workflows

Data manipulation services

SLR applications 55 7

City module applications 33 2

Water resource applications 47 4

Computation services

SLR applications 18 7

City module applications 10 2

Water resource applications 20 4

Output services

SLR applications 35 7

City module applications 10 2

Water resource applications 20 4

tion 4.2.2, the created services are based on several packages and use a diversity

of datasets (e.g. elevation, land use, population density, or yield data). Conse-

quently, these packages and data and the pre-configuration corresponding to the

operating system platform are required to perform the execution of services. The

jETI platform offers a lightweight remote component (tool) to further simplify

the integration and execution of software tools. It can be seen as a tool that en-

hances other tools and frameworks by the integration, organization, and execution

of remote functionalities, so that users do not have to deal with the required con-

figuration to execute the services. In our case, using jETI to integrate and execute

geospatial services makes it possible to deploy these services in the cloud, which

is especially useful for resource-intensive computations.

On the jETI server, script files for created services are installed and wrapped to

enable convenient automated invocation. The required configuration includes the

installation of the GNU R language and packages such as Raster, Rgdal, ClassInt,

PNG and plotGoogleMapall are hidden from users. The jETI server itself runs in

a virtual machine image based on a Debian Linux operating system. Managing

the underlying infrastructure can be an issue as well. Hence, we follow the recent
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trend of using cloud technology to host our server and services. The cloud directly

addresses cost reduction and allows the rapid deployment of new services in a

matter of minutes. Geospatial application usage is constrained by factors such as

excessive cost, unnecessary complexity, and lack of accessibility. Thus, as shown

in Figure 4.12, in this solution, the users can benefit from cloud technology by

hosting jETI services in the cloud server and then submitting jobs of workflow

execution to the cloud server. This enables users to benefit from the advantages

of the cloud, such as resource scalability and data availability, whereby other users

can run their own workflows.

Figure 4.12: Interaction of users with the jABC and jETI environments.
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Chapter 5

Semantic Domain Modelling of

SLR Applications

The previous chapter shows how users can use XMDD technologies to create a

manual workflow design in a flexible manner. However, end-users, such as domain

experts, face challenges in constructing workflows to match the multi-scale and

multi-objective nature of environmental modelling for climate change impact as-

sessment. In principle, a large number of possible workflows can be designed for

SLR impacts. Hence, users cannot manually discover all the services and data

available and design the most suitable workflow. For example, based on a certain

value of SLR, as shown in Figure 5.1, for a specific climate SLR impact, such as

food loss, there are different sub-impacts depending on the food type (e.g. sug-

arcane, rice, or olives). The analysis of food loss varies corresponding to aim of

the analysis (production loss in USD , caloric loss or yield loss in tonnes). Consid-

ering additional constraints, such as varying values of SLR and the climate time

scenario, various data input and output formats and units increase the complexity

of obtaining an adequate design of the workflow.

Therefore, constructing workflows manually and discovering the proper services

and data that match user intents and preferences will most certainly be time-

consuming, particularly for users who have insufficient knowledge in the domain.

The automatic or semi-automatic workflow composition approaches have proven to

be a solution for overcoming these challenges. We believe that a modelling domain
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Figure 5.1: Configuration complexity example of climate SLR impact analysis.

application for describing workflow resources (data and services) syntactically and

semantically is a solid basis for obtaining an adequate workflow design.

As described earlier, modelling a domain with PROPHETS aims to achieve

an adequate workflow design by providing semantic meta-information about the

services and ontology models for types and services classification in the domain.

Thus, in the SLR application example, we realize the requirements originating

from the application experts that define the system functions. Working in an agile

development style could help analyse current processes and data use to assess

the impacts of SLR and perform servification, thus finally designing manual SLR

workflows (see Chapter 3). This provides us with adequate knowledge to model

the domain of SLR applications.

In the following, we describe the domain modelling for the SLR application

example—that is, the provisioning and the description of the services, the design

of taxonomies for services and data types, and the formulation of constraints.
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5.1 Services Interface Description

After turning the SLR tools into services adequate for (re-)use as SIBs in the jABC

framework, the next crucial task for the domain modeller is to provide the services

with semantic meta-information. In PROPHETS, as elaborated in Chapter 2, in

terms of the domain vocabulary, the service interface description is accomplished

by defining a symbolic name for the service and its input or output types.

Technically, we created adequate modules to represent the service’s meta-

information for available SLR services. The information includes appropriate

symbolic names for the service entities and data types in the domain. Then, this

information is stored in a separate file, modules.xml. Each module is linked to a

concrete SIB that provides the implementation, but the module’s names and the

names used to describe input and output data types for the synthesis algorithm

are symbolic.

This makes it possible to use one’s own domain-specific terminology for the

module descriptions. It also allows for polymorphism in the sense that one SIB

can be used by several modules. This is particularly useful for SIBs that provide

quite generic functionality, and where several modules with specific functionality

can be defined based on the same underlying implementation.

In addition to the modules, for SIBs that were created specifically for the SLR

application example, we defined different modules for the standard SIB libraries of

jABC. Table 5.1 presents the names, descriptions, and input or output information

for services that were used to read, select, or enter data inputs. While ShowInput-

Dialog and ReadFile are standard SIB libraries of jABC, the Read-from-CSVfile is

created in the context of this project to read data from CSV files. As these SIBs

are general-purpose services for data input, we defined several modules to describe

them.

Data manipulation services, which are generic in geospatial domain applica-

tions, are also described by creating several modules. For example, as shown in

Table ??, five modules refer to the Rasterdata-loading SIB—namely load-elevation-

data, load-population-data, load-GDP-data, load-landuse-data, and load-yield-data.

As another example, seven modules refer to the Resampling SIB—namely Re-

sampleResoluation, Resample-landuse-data, Resample-population-data, Resample-
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Table 5.1: SLR data input services interface description.

Service Name
(SIBs)

Module Name Inputs Outputs

ShowFileChooser

SelectRasterdatafile Rasterdatafile

SelectElevationdatafile Elevationdatafile

SelectPopulation
datafile

Populationdata
file

SelectGDPdatafile GDPdatafile

Selectlanduse
datafile

Landusedatafile

SelectYield datafile Yielddatafile

ShowInputDialog

Enter-coordinates-
values

Coordinates

Enter-magnitude-of-
sea-level-rise

SLR

Enter-landclass-
number

Class-number

ReadFile

Read-CRS-GRS80 GRS80

Read-CRS-WG384 WG384

Read-Yieldfile Yield-CSVdata

Read-from-CSVfile
Read-Kcal-values Yield-CSVdata Kcal-value

Read-Kg-price Yield-CSVdata Kg-price

GDP-data, Resample-yield-data, Resample-yield-agriculturaldata, and Resample-

flooded-yield-data. It is also possible to define more modules that refer to Rasterdata-

loading, Resampling, Clipping, or Making. However, we only describe the services

used in the context of our SLR workflow example.

We would define just one module for services with a highly specific functionality

(e.g. computational services). As shown in Table ??, all SIBs are domain-specific

services tailored to analyse SLR impacts. Depending on the rural and urban in-

frastructure that is connected to the coastal area (e.g. shelters, energy production,

and sanitation infrastructure), the Compute-Rural-Urban-risk SIB can be used to

compute and analyse various types of damage. It is also used to compute people
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Table 5.2: SLR data manipulation services interface description.

Service Name
(SIBs)

Module Name Inputs Outputs

Load SRTM elevation
data

Load-SRTM-
elevation-data

Coordinates SRTM-data

Rasterdata-Loading

Load-elevation-data Elevationdatafile Elevationscale

Load-population-data Populationdata-
file

Populationdata

Load-GDP data GDPdatafile GDPdata

Load-landuse-data Landusedatafile landusedata

Load-yield-data Yielddatafile Yielddata

Create Master Reso-
lution

Createmaster90 Rasterdatafile Raster90

Createmaster60 Rasterdatafile Raster60

Createmaster30 Rasterdatafile Raster30

Clipping Crop-landusedata Landusedata,
SLRlandloss

Croppedlanduse-
data

Resampleing

ResampleResoluation Elevationscale,
Datascale

Elevationusr

Resample-landuse-
data

SLRlandloss,
Croppedlanduse-
data

SLRlanduse-
sample

Resample-population-
data

SLRlandloss,
Populationdata

SLRpopulation-
sample

Resample-GDP-data SLRlandloss,
GDPdata

SLRGDP-sample

Resample-yield-data SLRlandloss,
Yielddata

SLRYield-sample

Resample-yield-
agriculturaldata

SLRYield-
sample,
Agriculture-area

ResampledAgri-
data

Resample-flooded-
yield-data

Yielddata, Agri-
floodedarea

Resampledflooded-
yielddata

Masking Masklandusedata Croppedlanduse-
data,
SLRlanduse-
sample

Maskedlanduse-
data

Convert-Raster-to-
Vector

ConvertVector-to-
RasterGDP

GDPdatafile GDPdata

ConvertVector-to-
Rasterpopulation

Populationdatafile Populationdata

ConvertVector-to-
Rasteryield

Yielddatafile Yielddata

ConvertKgtoUSD ConvertKgtoUSD Yielddata, Kg-
price

Production-data

ConvertKgtoKcal ConvertKgtoKcal Yielddata, Kcal-
value

Caloric-data

Transformation TransformToEPS CRSdata, Out-
putdata

Result
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Table 5.3: SLR computation services interface description.

Service Name
(SIBs)

Module Name Inputs Outputs

Compute-flooded-
area

Compute-flooded-
area

Elevationdata , SLR SLRlandloss

Compute-Rural-
Urban-risk

Compute-
population-risk

Populationdata,
SLRpopulation-
sample

SLRpopulation-
risk

Compute-GDP-risk GDPdata, SLRGDP-
sample

SLRGDP-loss

Compute-
landloss(ha)

Compute land-
loss(ha)

Elevationdata, SLR SLRlandlossha

Compute-landloss-
class

Compute landloss-
class

Elevationdata, SLR,
Classnumber

SLRlandclassloss

Identify-
AgricultureArea

Identify-
AgricultureArea

Croppedlanduse-
data

Agriculturearea

Identify-Flooded-
AgricultureArea

Identify-Flooded-
Agriculturearea

Maskedlanduse-data Agrifloodedarea

Compute-yieldloss Compute-yieldloss Yielddata, Re-
sampledAgridata,
Resampledflooded-
yielddata

SLRyieldloss

Compute-
productionloss

Compute-
productionloss

Production-data,
ResampledAgridata,
Resampledflooded-
yielddata

SLRproduction-
loss-USD

Compute-caloric-
energyloss

Compute-caloric-
energyloss

Caloric-data, Re-
sampledAgridata,
Resampledflooded-
yielddata

SLRCalories-
loss

Table 5.4: SLR output generation services interface description.

Service Name
(SIBs)

Module Name Inputs Outputs

Show-google-map Show-google-map Result Google-map

Generate-Png-file Generate-Png-file Result Png-file

Generate-Pdf-file Generate-Pdf-file Result Pdf-file

Produce-GeoTIFF-
data

Produce-GeoTIFF-
data

Result Geo-referenced-
file

Produce-Text-data Produce-Text-data Result Text-file

at risk of migration. Therefore, we can define several modules to describe it.

Note that some services seem to have the same input data types but, principally,
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they share the same class of data in an abstract data type (highlighted by italics).

Hence, the respective entry represents different possible concrete data types. For

example, output generation services have the same input (Result) type. However,

the content of (Result) type depends on the input entry of the TransformToEPS )

module, which is the abstract Outputdata data type.

As in PROPHETS, in terms of the USE (input types) and GEN sets (output

types) interface annotation, we create 53 modules to describe 28 SIBs in different

behaviour aspects:

• The services perform the same process but with different input and output

data (e.g. Resample-GDP-data and Resample-yield-data)

• The services have the same input and output data but perform different

processes (e.g. Load-GDP data and ConvertVector-to-RasterGDP)

• The services take the same input but perform different processes and generate

different output data (e.g. Show-google-map and Produce-GeoTIFF-data ).

Another behaviour aspect of the service interface is described by defining KILL

sets (types that must be removed from the set of types that were available prior to

execution of the service). In principle, this method relies on realizing the semantics

of ordering between services. KILL sets are useful to avoid the redundancy of

services and to define a particular order of services in a certain workflow. For

modules that have no input types, when it makes sense, we use some existing

types as inputs. After that, a kILL type is defined when a module is used. Table

(5.5) shows the KILL sets of types that are defined for an SLR service’s interface

(modules).

5.2 Taxonomies

Taxonomies1 are used to provide abstract classifications for the terms used in the

module descriptions, which are particularly useful for the formulation of constraints

relating to groups of data types or services.

1In the context of this thesis, we use the term ‘taxonomies’ and ‘ontologies’ interchangeably.
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Table 5.5: KILL sets of SLR services.

Module Name Input types Killed types

Selectpopulationdatafile SLR SLR

SelectGDPdatafile SLR SLR

SelectYielddatafile SLR SLR

Read-Kcal-values Yield-CSVdata Yield-CSVdata

Read-Kg-price Yield-CSVdata Yield-CSVdata

Load-SRTM-elevation-
data

Coordinates Coordinates

Load-elevation-data Elevationdatafile Elevationdatafile

Load-population-data Populationdata-file Populationdata-file

Load-GDP data GDPdatafile GDPdatafile

Load-landuse-data Landusedatafile Landusedatafile

Load-yield-data Yielddatafile Yielddatafile

Createmaster90 Rasterdatafile Rasterdatafil

Creatmaster60 Rasterdatafile Rasterdatafile

Creatmaster30 Rasterdatafile Rasterdatafile

ResampleResoluation Elevationscale, Datascale Elevationscale, and
Datascale

Resample-population-
data

SLRlandloss, Population-
data

SLRlandloss

Resample-GDP-data SLRlandloss, GDPdata SLRlandloss

Resample-yield-data SLRlandloss, Yielddata SLRlandloss

Masklandusedata Croppedlanduse-data,
SLRlanduse-sample

SLRlanduse-sample

ConvertVector-to-
RasterGDP

GDPdatafile GDPdatafile

ConvertVector-to-
Rasterpopulation

Populationdatafile Populationdatafile

ConvertKgtoUSD Yielddata, Kg-price Yielddata

ConvertKgtoKcal Yielddata, Kcal-value Yielddata

TransformToEPS CRSdata, Outputdata CRSdata, Outputdata

Compute-flooded-area Elevationdata, SLR Elevationdata

Compute landloss(ha) Elevationdata, SLR Elevationdata, SLR

Compute landloss-class Elevationdata, SLR, Class-
number

Elevationdata, SLR,
Classnumber

Compute-population-
risk

Populationdata,
SLRpopulation-sample

Populationdata,
SLRpopulation-sample

Compute-GDP-risk GDPdata,SLRGDP-sample GDPdata,SLRGDP-sample

Show-google-map Result Result

Generate-Png-file Result Result

Generate-Pdf-file Result Result

Produce-GeoTIFF-data Result Result

Produce-Text-data Result Result
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In the proposed ontology model (service and type taxonomies), the general

geospatial features and types are realized. As depicted in Figure (5.2), we define

Geospatial-services as an abstract and a main class comprises location determining,

data manipulation, OGC services, domain-specific analysis, and output generation

services. Thus, most possible variations of services that can be reused in the entire

domain of geospatial applications are considered in the service taxonomy.

Geospatial-services

Thing

Location
determining

Output-
generation

Domain-specific
analysis

OGC-
services

Read-
File

Data-input-services

ShowFile
Chooser

Data
manipulation

Read-
CRSdata

ShowInput
Dailog

Figure 5.2: Part of the proposed geospatial service taxonomy.

General services that can be used in all application domains, such as services

to read or load input data from files, are classified in a separated class named

Data-input-services. As shown in Figure 5.3, modules created to describe services

that read and load SLR data are defined as subclasses of this class. The classifi-

cation of input services (taxonomy) is useful to add constraints for the entire SLR

application domain.

The Domain -specific analysis class is defined and depicted in Figure 5.4 to

address the reuse of complex geospatial services. Instead of describing the geospa-

tial analysis operations (e.g. buffering and overlapping) of the service, we describe

it as a domain-specific computation service. Consequently, the service is com-

posed based on its input types rather than its entire operation. For instance, the

Compute-Rural-Urban-risk SIB performs an intersection operation between

two raster polygons. However, in our model, we describe the functionality of the

service related to the SLR application domain rather than its operation. There-

fore, services that are described to compute rural and urban damages are classified

under the SLR-rural-urban-damages class.

In addition to SLR services, several domain-specific analysis services can be
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added under Domain-specific analysis. For example, services that are created

for carrying capacity analysis and water resources adequacy analysis applications

(see Chapter 4) can be added under City-module services and Water resources

adequacy services, respectively. Also, services that can be used to address other

climate impact stimuli, such as temperature change and precipitation change, are

classified under their classes.

Some applications may share the same computation services. Nevertheless,

they will have different behavioural aspects or different interpretations for these

services. For instance, the impacts of land loss, yield loss, or rural-urban damages

may be caused by different events or stimuli. Therefore, we use specific termi-

nologies to define computation services that are only used to analyse the impacts

of the SLR stimulus and define them under the SLR services class. This class,

which is a subclass of domain-specific analysis services, comprises services specifi-

cally for SLR impact analysis. Thus, it contains SLR-related specific application

services, such as SLR-landloss, SLR-urban-rural-damages, and SLR-yieldloss. The

leaves of the service taxonomy tree correspond to concrete modules of the do-

main model: Compute-SLR-landloss-class, Compute-SLR-landloss(ha), Compute-

SLR-population-risk, Compute-SLR-yieldloss, Compute-SLR-productionloss, and

Compute-SLR-caloric-energyloss.

Furthermore, we define some relevant terminologies for the SLR analysis pro-

cess to enable users with different interpretations or perspectives to use the related

SLR impact analysis. For instance, users can select SLR-yieldloss or SLR-foodloss

to use services related to the yield loss impacts.

The data manipulation class is defined to encompass the services that are

required to manipulate geospatial data. Figure 5.5 illustrates six subclasses of ma-

nipulation services: Rasterdata-Loading, Transformation, Masking, Clipping, Con-

verting, and Resampling. The leaves of the service taxonomy tree of manipulation

services represent only services that we use for the SLR example in the context of

this thesis. However, various manipulation services can be defined under the six

main classes. For instance, considering additional formats of data, different data

scales and coordinate-referencing systems need to define more service instances

respectively under Converting, Create-master-resolution, and Transformation.

The two classes (Location determining and Output generation) of geospatial
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Figure 5.3: The taxonomy of SLR input services.

services are illustrated in Figure 5.6. Services that help identify the location

of a particular area on the earth are classified under the Location determining

class. The classifications of location services enable users to employ several op-

tions to identify the location—for instance, by defining coordinate values (north,

east, south, and west), defining area information (country, city and address), or

using services to load elevation data for a certain region. The OGC services class is

defined to show that it is also possible to consider OGC web services as a separate

class of geospatial services. A more detailed discussion is presented in Chapter 7.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the type taxonomy defined for the geospatial data. In

this taxonomy, unlike some existing models, we also treat geospatial features (e.g.

format, resolution, and geo-referencing systems) as types. Hence, six classes are

defined to address the major characteristics of the geospatial data: Location-data,

Formats, Data-scales, Domain-specific data, Output-data, and Coordinate Refer-

ence Systems (CRS) data. However, its subclasses are reduced to the parts that

are relevant to the SLR example.

In addition to the SLR data class that is only used for SLR impact analysis ,

data that might be used in several domains—such as rural-urban data, population

data, and agricultural data—are categorized and classified under the Domain-

specific data class. Figure 5.8 shows the taxonomy of agricultural data and SLR

data. The land use data and yield data classes comprise agricultural data that can

be used in various domains. However, agricultural data that has been processed

for SLR analysis is classified as SLR data (e.g. SLRlanduse-sample, SLRYield-
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Figure 5.4: The taxonomy of SLR-specific services.

sample). The Domain-specific data class is useful for reducing the time required

for data and service discovery. Based on its classes, users can indicate via con-

straints which data are required for a specific analysis of SLR impacts, or avoid

unnecessary data. To enable users who are using different formats of geospatial

data and handling their constraints regarding the available data formats, we define

the Formats class, which comprises various data formats (only raster and vector

classes are depicted in Figure 5.7). It is also possible to define several types of

raster and vector formats under their respective classes.

On the other hand, to address the respective data resolution, the Data-scales

class enables users to specify a certain scale of data resolution. The ResampleRes-

olution module takes Data-scales as an abstract input data type that comprises

various types of data resolutions (e.g. GRS80 and WGS84). We define the CRS-

data class as the input type for the TransformToEPS module, which includes
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geo-referencing systems (e.g. GRS80 and WGS84). Thus, the consistency of data

projection is assured by pointing to a specific type of available geo-referencing

system.

The location data class, which comprises geo-coding, coordinates data, and
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Figure 5.7: Part of the proposed geospatial type taxonomy.

elevation data, provides users with several options to determine the location of

the region. It also allows using different types of elevation data to identify the

location, such as by using SRTM elevation data or the user’s own elevation data.

The Output-data class is used to group outputs of computation services, which

are again inputs for the Transformation services (see Table 5.4). In order to make

output generation services reusable in several domains, a specific class called SLR-

output-data is defined to comprise the output of SLR computation services.

Owing to the limited scope of this research paper and the facility presentation ,

we only depict the essential excerpts of taxonomies that are relevant for the exam-

ple discussed in Chapter 6. For more details about complete service taxonomies,

see Figure 5.9.

5.3 Domain Constraints

During the domain-modelling phase, the general constraints that can be applied to

the entire application domain (in this case, SLR impact analysis applications) are

defined. For instance, we tackle the redundancy of services that have no input types

by defining dummy USE sets and KILL sets in the service interface description
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Figure 5.8: Part of domain-specific type taxonomy.

phase. However, this method is not suitable for some services. In particular, this

includes services where the output types (GEN sets) are used by several services

in the workflow instance. Thus, the following constraints should be added to avoid

redundancy:

• Do not use module Enter magnitude of sea-level rise more than once, which

represented in SLTL by:

G ( 〈Enter magnitude of sea-level rise〉 true ⇒
X(G(¬ 〈Enter magnitude of sea-level rise〉 true ))).

Where G expresses that the Enter magnitude of sea-level rise module must

be not hold generally more than once over the entire domain.

• Do not use module location-determining more than once, which represented

in SLTL by:

G ( 〈location-determining〉 true ⇒
X(G(¬ 〈location-determining〉 true ))).

Where G expresses that the location-determining module must be not hold

generally more than once over the entire domain.

We suppose that for each workflow instance, the services of output genera-

tion have to be the final service in the workflow; therefore, we add the following

constraint:
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• Use module output-generation as the last module in the solution, which rep-

resented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈output-generation〉 true)∧G (¬ 〈output-generation〉 true)∨(¬ 〈〉 〈〉 true)).

Where F expresses that output-generation must hold as the last module in

the workflow.

Other constraints can be added in the domain-modelling phase to exclude use-

less or unwanted services but this should be true and valid for all possible workflows

of the SLR application domain. In fact, using the constraints of module avoidance

and type avoidance is not possible in some cases in order to exclude unwanted

services. This holds true when a dependency relation exists with other services.

For instance, the service Read-CRSdata is used only before the TransformToEPS

module. Therefore, we add the following constraint:

• If module Read-CRSdata is used, module TransformToEPS has to be used

next. The SLTL representation of this constraint is:

G ( 〈Read-CRSdata〉 true ⇒ X( 〈TransformToEPS〉 true )).

Depending on the intended solution, in addition to user intent constraints, more

constraints may be added to exclude useless or unwanted services in the workflow

design phase. The goal of the next chapter is to describe the designed domain

model that is utilized to perform the automatic workflow design.
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Figure 5.9: Geospatial service taxonomy.
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Chapter 6

Synthesis of SLR Analysis

Workflows

Based on the domain model of SLR applications (see Chapter 5), this chapter

elaborates on how we achieved automatic geospatial service composition by syn-

thesizing SLR workflows. It also describes how different types of semantics-based

geospatial service composition are handled.

By referring to the SLR scenario presented in the introduction of this thesis,

the synthesis process is applied to the SLR example from Figure 1.1. As shown in

Figure 2.5, the approach is based on the PROPHETS plugin of the jABC workflow-

modelling framework and comprises two main parts: domain model (on the left

side) and automatic workflow design (on the right side). Mainly, this approach is

based on domain models that specify the overall domain services and data in a well-

structured knowledge representation form, such as ontology. By addressing the

example of analysing the impacts of SLR, we will show how users can benefit from

the provisioning domain model to define constraints, thus obtaining the intended

workflow design.
The right side of Figure 2.5 depicts how the overall synthesis process of PROPHETS

performs the following steps: (1) interpreting the branch between enter magnitude

of sea-level rise SIB at the beginning and show-SLR-impacts SIB at the end as a

loose specification, (2) enabling users to add constraints in an iterative manner,

(3) generating the possible solutions, and (4) inserting the selected solution in the

loose branch automatically.
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Table 6.1: Synthesis statistics (solutions) for the SLR applications.

Search depth
Number of Solutions

Unconstrained synthesis Constrained synthesis

7 24 24

8 132 24

9 492 96

10 1620 96

11 4716 144

12 12168 144

13 29172 288

14 64932 300

15 182,189 312

By applying the synthesis process on the loose specification branch between

highly abstract services, such as enter magnitude of sea-level rise and show

SLR impacts SIBs, we can automatically explore a large number of possible varia-

tions in the workflows. Considering only the input or output specification defined

by the loosely specified branch, the synthesis encounters more than 160,000 solu-

tions, starting from a depth search of seven up to 15.

The explored solutions are technically possible and correct combinations of

services. Furthermore, it is desirable to explore the possibilities that the domain

model provides. However, the large number of solutions is unfeasible for users.

Therefore, it is useful to restrict the synthesis process to return fewer but more

adequate solutions.

The domain constraints (defined in Section 5.3) have a significant impact on

the synthesis solutions. Table 6.1 presents the number of solutions of SLR work-

flows. The search depth ranging from seven to 15 shows the difference between

unconstrained synthesis (possible implementations of the specification) and con-
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Figure 6.1: Synthesis statistics of obtained SLR solutions.

strained synthesis (after the applied domain constraints). At a depth of seven,

the synthesis explores the first 24 candidate solutions. This reflects the minimum

number of possible services (SIBs) that can exist in the workflow. Hence, at least

seven services should be available to construct the SLR workflow. By increasing

the depth level, more solutions can be discovered. Depending on the available

types of datasets and their features, additional services should be used for con-

version, re-sampling, and transformation. At such a depth level, when services

are available to handle more variations in workflows, the number of solutions will

increase.

In addition to particular synthesis configurations, domain constraints have a

great impact on the number of solutions—that is, they effectively reduce the num-

ber of returned solutions. For instance, as visualized in Figure 6.1, instead of 1,620

solutions, 96 solutions are explored at a search depth of 10 and the 186,000 solu-

tions at depth 15 are reduced to 312. Furthermore, only 672 solutions are explored

in total at search depth 21 and the synthesis was automatically aborted because

no more solutions can be explored after search depth 21.
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Figure 6.2: The solution graph of potential solutions of SLR workflows based on
domain constraints.
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Besides the number of solutions given in Table 6.1, we generate solution graphs

to illustrate 672 of the potential solutions of SLR workflows. Figure 6.2 depicts

a solution graph to represent how consolidated result representations of all pos-

sible solutions can be aggregated in a single graph structure. Indeed, these solu-

tions are technically possible and correct combinations of services that solve the

request. Nevertheless, additional constraints are required to target a specific solu-

tion matching user objectives and preferences. In the following, we discuss some

more about the change of potential solutions and we elaborate on the impact of

several refinements of constraints on the synthesis solutions.

Owing to the limited number of solutions that can be displayed in the PROPHETS

window (only 100 solutions can be displayed), the solution graph is useful to depict

all obtained solutions of each SLR application.

6.1 Handling Semantic Reuse of Geospatial Ser-

vices: Refinement(a)

Typically there are many different possibilities for workflows implementing the

specification based on the domain model of SLR applications and the same ser-

vices can be reused in several workflows. However, depending on the analysis

objectives of the SLR applications (such as SLR-landloss, SLR-rural/urban dam-

ages, and SLR-yieldloss), the services have different behaviour in the workflows.

For example, in the SLR impact analysis application, the ‘compute-flooded area’

and ‘compute-landloss’ services are semantically similar but syntactically differ-

ent. On the other hand, the ‘re-sampling’ services are syntactically similar but

semantically different, which may refer to ‘resample landuse data’ or to ‘resam-

ple population data’. Thus, to ensure a semantic geospatial service reuse in SLR

workflows, we benefit from the decoupling feature and using symbolic names in

PROPHETS to define the precise vocabulary for each module name and type.

In order to show how these services are reused semantically, we ran three ex-

periments to synthesize SLR workflows. In addition to the domain constraints, by

pointing out the synthesis algorithm to one of the main classes of SLR analysis

services, we add the constraints of refinement(a), which are concerned with the
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intended goal of SLR analysis. For instance, for each SLR application, we can

add the constraints enforcing the use of at least one module from the SLR-services

class from the service taxonomy in the solution:

• SLR land loss impact analysis : Enforce the use of module SLR-land-loss,

which represented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈SLR− land− loss〉 true).

Where F expresses that the SLR-and-loss module must be hold eventually

in the solutions.

• SLR rural or urban damages impact analysis : Enforce the use of module

SLR-rural-urban-damages, which represented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈SLR− rural − urban− damages〉 true).

Where F expresses that the SLR-rural-urban-damages module must be hold

eventually in the solutions.

• SLR yield loss impact analysis : Enforce the use of module SLR-yieldloss,

which represented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈SLR− yieldloss〉 true).

Where F expresses that the SLR-yieldloss module must be hold eventually

in the solutions.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the impact of the constraints of refinement(a) on the

synthesis solutions. Compared to solutions that are explored based on domain

constraints, fewer numbers of solutions are returned by targeting specific SLR

applications. At a search depth of 10, a total of 96 solutions are returned for

SLR-landloss workflows and no more results can be explored after that. With

the analysis of the rural or urban damage impact, the synthesis starts exploring 48

solutions at depth 11. At depth 13, it returns 192 solutions, which is the maximum

number of potential solutions for rural and urban damage workflows. In addition

to the main types of yield loss impact analysis (e.g. yield loss, production value

affected in USD, and caloric energy loss), several types of data are used for yield

loss impact analysis.

Furthermore, additional services, such as cropping and masking, are needed to

process land use data. Thus, at least 14 services (SIBs) are required to synthesize
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Figure 6.3: Impact of constraints of refinement(a) on the synthesis solutions.

its workflows. Hence, the synthesis explores the first 12 solutions at depth 14 and

144 solutions are returned in total from depths 19 to 21.

The solution graphs in Figure 6.4 depict the impact of applying the constraints

of refinement(a) on the synthesis and how its graphic representation becomes clear.

Instead of one solution graph representing 672 solutions, only three graphs are

generated individually to represent: (a) 96 solutions of SLR-landloss workflows,

(b) 192 solutions of SLR-rural-urban damages workflows, and (c) 144 solutions

of SLR-yieldloss workflows. Note that more solutions can be expected of SLR-

yieldloss workflows. However, in our example, we did not consider the variations

in the data formats of yield and land use data.

In order to assist the semantics of service reuse in the synthesized SLR work-

flows, we need to identify services that have a high frequency of reuse. Hence, we

use statistics to calculate the service reuse frequency. Corresponding to the cre-

ated services classification in Chapter 4, Table 6.2 presents the number of service

reuses in the workflows of SLR applications. Again, not surprisingly and due to

their general purpose, data manipulation services are reused more frequently than
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Figure 6.4: Solution graphs of refinement(a). (a) SLR-landloss. (b) SLR-rural-
urban damages. (c) SlR-yieldloss.
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Table 6.2: Frequency of service reuse

SLR Applications
Number of Service Reuses

Manipulation
Services

Computation
Services

Output
Services

Land-loss 336 96 96

Rural-urban-damages 504 200 100

Yield-loss 832 200 100

Total number of reuses 1672 496 296

other services.

The semantics of the service reuse of the manual work design are defined by

users; however, in the synthesized workflows, the semantics of service reuse are

achieved automatically. This is achieved by providing the service interface with

semantic annotations that ensure a correctness of service matching and the user’s

intents. Owing to the current configuration of PROPHETS (only 100 solutions

are displayed), statistics are calculated for only the first 100 solutions of each SLR

application (except land loss, which has only 96 solutions in total). Compared to

the statistics of Table 4.4 in Chapter Chapter 4, the number of service reuses is

significantly increased. Within 296 workflows of SLR applications, seven workflows

of manipulation services are reused 1,672 times, six of computation services are

reused 406 times, and five of output generation services are reused 296 times.

In essence, although most created geospatial services have the same signature

and functionality, they are composed to have different behaviours based on their in-

terface description. For instance, Figure 6.5 illustrates three different reuses of the

re-sampling service: resample GDP-data, resample population data, and resam-

ple landuse data. Depending on its semantic annotations, the re-sampling service

is composed semantically in three workflows of SLR applications with different

behaviours.
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Figure 6.5: Semantic reuse of re-sampling service.

6.2 Handling the Semantics of User Intents: Re-

finement(b)

Even though all obtained solutions in refinement(a) are relatively accepted and

semantically correct to solve the request, most of them are not adequate solutions—

that is, they do not represent what the user actually wants to see. Therefore,
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in addition to the domain constraints and instead of adding the constraint of

refinement(a) which is concerned with the more general intended goal of SLR

analysis, we add the constraints of refinement(b), which express the user’s intention

of excluding uninteresting solutions.

In this refinement, we expect that users have more specific objectives related

to the main SLR impact analysis. Accordingly, the following constraints are added

to explicitly include and exclude particular (groups of) modules from the solutions

of each SLR application:

• SLR-Land-loss:

– Enforce the use of module Compute landloss(ha), which represented in

SLTL by:

F ( 〈Computelandloss(ha)〉 true).

Where F expresses that the Compute landloss(ha) module must be hold

eventually in the solutions.

– Avoid the type SRTM-elevation-data, which represented in SLTL by:

G (¬ 〈SRTM − elevation− data 〉 true).

Where G expresses that the SRTM-elevation-data type must be not

hold globally in the solutions.

• SLR-rural-urban-damages:

– Enforce the use of module compute-GDP-risk, which represented in

SLTL by:

F ( 〈compute−GDP − risk〉 true).

Where F expresses that the compute-GDP-risk module must be hold

eventually in the solutions.

– Avoid the type Coordinates, which represented in SLTL by:

G (¬ 〈Coordinates 〉 true).

Where G expresses that the Coordinates type must be not hold globally

in the solutions.

• SLR-yield-loss:
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– Enforce the use of module Compute-caloric-energy-loss, which repre-

sented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈Compute− caloric− energy − loss〉 true).

Where F expresses that the Compute-caloric-energy-loss module must

be hold eventually in the solutions.

– Avoid the type SRTM-elevation-data, which represented in SLTL by:

G (¬ 〈SRTM − elevation− data 〉 true).

Where G expresses that the SRTM-elevation-data type must be not

hold globally in the solutions.

r

As the constraints of refinement(b) focused on more specific SLR impact anal-

ysis to tailor the specification closer to the user’s specific intentions, the number of

obtained solutions is reduced further. In fact, already manageable sets of possible

implementations are obtained and illustrated in Figure 6.6. A constant number

of 36 solutions for SLR-land-loss workflows are returned among all search depths.

Only 72 solutions are returned for SLR-rural/urban-damages workflows. The num-

ber of solutions of yield loss workflows is significantly reduced to 36.

Alongside this, the solution graphs in Figure 6.7 illustrate the impact of the

constraints of refinement(b) on the synthesis solutions. For each SLR application,

we generate the solution graph to represent the returned solutions. Figures 6.7a

and 6.7c represent the 36 solutions of SLR-landloss and 36 solutions of SLR-yield-

loss, respectively. On the other hand, Figure 6.7b represents the 72 solutions of

SLR-rural/urban-damages. The solution graphs of refinement(b) indeed make the

solutions more limited; users can easily identify the point of variation in each

solution graph. For instance, Figure 6.7a shows that at node 9 there are three

different branches reflecting the types of data resolutions (raster30, raster60, and

raster90); at node 4, two branches state the possible geo-referencing systems; and

six branches at node 3 depict alternatives for output generation (GeoTIFF, Google

Map, PDF, PNG, Text, and CSV).

Obviously, the functionalities of more complex geo-processing operations (such

as buffering or overlay, but also topological operators [54]) pose even harder se-

mantic challenges. If the functionality descriptions become too complex, they are
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Figure 6.6: Impact of constraints of refinement(b) on the synthesis solutions.

unlikely to be produced by service providers and understood by clients. But if

they are too simple, recall and precision in discovery and evaluation are reduced.

Furthermore, the descriptions need to support the reasoning necessary to match

service offers to requests. If this reasoning becomes too expensive, it threatens the

efficiency of service discovery.

Meanwhile, handling the semantic user’s intents already tackled the semantic

reuse of complex geospatial processing (such as buffering and topological relations

between spatial objects). Tacitly, by adding the constraints of the user’s analysis

objectives of refinements(b), geo-processing operations designed to compute SLR

impacts are semantically reused and composed in the solutions. In principle, users

are unaware of the content and nature of the spatial operation of computation

services, such as Compute landloss(ha), compute-GDP-risk, and Compute-caloric-

energy-loss. More precisely, instead of defining semantics to support the reasoning

of spatial processes, users employ constraints to target a domain-specific service re-

lating to their objectives. For instance, the same geospatial processes are used for

services that compute rural or urban damage and those that compute population
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Figure 6.7: Solutions of SLR application b.
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at risk. However, without information needing from users about geo-processing

operations, these services are reused and composed semantically in different be-

haviours of workflows.

6.3 Handling the Semantics of Geospatial Data:

Refinement(c)

The geospatial application domain belongs to a data-centric field. Furthermore,

the characteristics of geospatial data, such as formats, spatial data resolution, and

geo-referencing systems, are very demanding with regard to handling consistent

data during the workflow synthesis. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we showed, in terms

of semantic annotation relating to the existing data types of SLR applications,

how the semantics of geospatial data compatibility are handled.

Usually workflows are constructed based on matching the input and output

data types. However, providing a data type with the semantic description is not

always sufficient to identify the match between the input and output service pa-

rameters [191]. Nevertheless, this depends on the domain model that should have

the adequate annotations relating to service input and output. As mentioned ear-

lier, in our domain model, we include the features or properties (e.g. formats,

scales, and geo-referencing systems) of the geospatial data type into the type tax-

onomy. Hence, the user can employ constraints to define data type properties.

To address the variety of existing SLR impact data input (raster data resolu-

tions, geo-referencing systems and formats) and the various data output formats,

we add the constraints of refinement(c). These constraints enable users to define

their own preferences to use and obtain the desired input and output data. In

concrete terms, we add the following constraint(s):

• SLR-Landloss:

– Enforce the existence of type RS90m in the process, which represented

in SLTL by:

F ( 〈RS90m〉 true).
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Figure 6.8: Impact of constraints of refinement(c) on the synthesis solutions.

Where F expresses that the RS90m type must be hold eventually in the

solutions.

– Enforce the existence of type WG384 in the process, which represented

in SLTL by:

F ( 〈WG384〉 true).

Where F expresses that the WG384 type must be hold eventually in

the solutions.

• SLR-rural-urban-damages:

– Enforce the existence of type GDP-vector-data in the process, , which

represented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈GDP − vector − data〉 true).

Where F expresses that the GDP-vector-data type must be hold even-

tually in the solutions.

– Enforce the existence of type RS90m in the process,which represented

in SLTL by:
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F ( 〈RS90m〉 true).

Where F expresses that the RS90m type must be hold eventually in the

solutions.

– Enforce the existence of type WG384 in the process, which represented

in SLTL by:

F ( 〈WG384〉 true).

Where F expresses that the WG384 type must be hold eventually in

the solutions.

– Enforce the use of module generate-interactive-map, which represented

in SLTL by:

F ( 〈generate− interactive−map〉 true).

Where F expresses that the generate-interactive-map module must be

hold eventually in the solutions.

• SLR-yield-loss:

– Enforce the existence of type GRS80 in the process, which represented

in SLTL by:

F ( 〈GRS80〉 true).

Where F expresses that the GRS80 type must be hold eventually in the

solutions.

– Avoid the type raster30, which represented in SLTL by:

F ( 〈raster30〉 true).

Where F expresses that the raster30 type must be hold eventually in

the solutions.

Now, lower numbers of solutions are returned when users target specific charac-

teristics of SLR data by using the constraints of refinement(c). In this refinement,

users focus more on data taxonomies to define user input or output constraints and

preferences that include data input formats, scales, and different geo-referencing

systems. As shown in Figure 6.8, a significant impact on synthesis solutions has

been realized. Likewise, Figure 6.9 shows an explicit graphical representation of

returned solutions.
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Figure 6.9: Solutions of SLR application c.
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Figure 6.10: Synthesized workflow of SLR-GDPloss.

To determine the SLR-landloss in hectors and produce outputs in several out-

put files, but based on particular data resolution and geo-referencing systems, six

solutions of workflows are graphically represented in Figure 6.9a. In SLR-yieldloss

workflows, the data of resolution 30 is excluded from the analysis process and the

GRS geo-referencing system is used. However, no specific output file is selected;

thus 12 solutions are returned and are graphically represented in Figure 6.9c.

More constraints are added to the synthesis workflows of SLR-rural-urban-

damages analysis. In this analysis, we suppose that users have more specific re-

quirements regarding data types and features. Hence, only one solution remains

up until a search depth of 21 and this is graphically represented in Figure 6.9b.

Figure 6.10 shows the workflow that composes the required services for the

selected solution. This solution describes the computational steps that are needed

to carry out the analysis of SLR-rural-urban-damages that adequately matches

the user’s requirements and preferences. These steps reflect the services, already

described in Table 4.2, that are required for the desired workflow design. The

output results of the main computational steps are depicted in Figure 6.11

Note that there is neither a guarantee that such refinements will lead to the
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Eleavtion Data Flooded Data Resampled GDPData SLR-GDPloss result

Figure 6.11: Output results of the main steps of synthesized SLR-GDPloss work-
flow.

exact fixed number of solutions as in the case of SLR example scenario, nor that

there will be a solution at all. According to the domain model for the current

specification, together with all the additional constraints, as well as the available

datasets and services, the possible solutions are returned. Moreover, the user’s

experience and knowledge within the domain are crucial requirements for gaining

an adequate number of solutions.

6.4 Handling Performance of Workflow Synthe-

sis

Without a doubt, the runtime performance of the synthesis algorithm depends on

the domain model. As described in Chapter 2, in terms of input and output data

types, the directed graph is constructed to constitute the synthesis universe. This

leads to the state explosion [192], which means, exponentially, that the number

of states in the synthesis universe is increased in the domain model [193]. In

other words, during solution exploring, more nodes are expanded to generate the

synthesis universe. Hence, the overall execution time of the synthesis is reflected

by the execution time of the solution exploring (searching).

According to [193], there are three main reasons for the exponential growth:

(1) the existence of similar services in most application domains—that is, services

consuming similar input types or producing similar output types; (2) the accu-
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mulation of data with the increase in solution length; and (3) the redundancy of

services.

In principle, using constraints can effectively restrict the number of visited

(expanded) nodes during solution exploring, thus improving the synthesis perfor-

mance. Nevertheless, adding more constraints to attain adequate solutions can

also influence the performance of synthesis algorithms. Thus, it would be highly

desirable if we could model the domain that handles the semantics of service com-

position and considers the required time of the workflow synthesis. Therefore, in

the domain model of the SLR application, we address the performance of service

composition by reducing the time required for the workflow synthesis in two steps:

(1) improving the behavioural characterization of the service interface by defining

killed types and (2) using problem-specific constraints.

Interface behavioural characterization: In SLR applications, in addition

to services that have no input types and are used frequently in the same solution,

a lot of general-purpose services that work on similar input types are used in SLR

solutions. This increases the number of visited nodes and the elapsed time to syn-

thesis workflows. However, prior knowledge about the behaviour of such workflows

helps the domain modeller to characterize the service interface description. As in

PROPHETS, by defining killed types, we can remove types that only use one time

in the solution from the set of types that were available for synthesis. Hence, the

number of visited nodes will be reduced and less time is required for synthesis.

Fortunately, working together with domain experts to design SLR workflows

manually provides us with adequate knowledge about the behaviour of the service

interface (input or output description). Accordingly, during the domain modelling

of SLR applications, we used killed types to improve the behavioural characteri-

zation of the service interface (see Chapter 5). For instance, several services work

on the same input types but, at most, one of these services can exist in a par-

ticular solution (workflow). Therefore, we can use killed types to eliminate input

types that were already consumed by one service from the set of types that were

available for synthesis.

In some cases, in order to define killed types for services that have no input

values, we benefit from the isolation of the service description from its implemen-

tation in PROPHETS by defining dummy input types. However, keep in mind
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: The impact of killed types on the synthesis performance of SLR
workflows. (a) Number of visited nodes. (b) Elapsed time in milliseconds.

that the dummy input types should be already defined as the output for other

services and these services have to be used together in the same solution.

For assessing the impact of using KILL types on the execution time of the

synthesis, we carried out two experiments synthesizing the workflows of SLR ap-

plications with different settings—namely, with KILL types and without KILL

types. Figure 6.12a visualizes how significantly the number of visited nodes de-

creases after using killed types. It shows that defining killed types reduces by more

than 10 times the number of visited nodes during synthesis. Hence, as shown in

Figure 6.12b, the elapsed time is also decreased in each iteration from the search

depth of seven up to 11.

Despite the significant impact of using killed types on the execution time of the

workflow synthesis, plenty of time is still needed to explore solutions after depth

12. For instance, exploring solutions took about 83 minutes at the search depth

of 12 and we need several days to explore all solutions of SLR workflows at depth

21. In fact, using killed types is not applicable for all services, such as services

where the outputs are consumed by several services in the same solution or services

that work on different input types but have a similar functionality and produce

the same output types (e.g. location services). Killed types are not effective in

avoiding the redundancy of these services.

Domain and application constraints: Constraints are very useful for im-

proving the synthesis performance. In other words, by targeting an adequate and
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: The impact of domain constraints on synthesis performance of SLR
workflows. (a) Number of visited nodes. (b) Elapsed time in milliseconds.

smooth workflow design, only limited services are required; thus, manageable time

can be needed for workflow synthesis. In essence, we have discussed the execution

time of the synthesis during the ontology design phase. Thus, some service and

type taxonomies are organized for performance issues. For example, users can

benefit from the domain-specific classes of both services and types by defining the

constraints to exclude a set of services or types from the synthesis.

Domain constraints provide the synthesis with more restricted information on

the types and services of SLR applications: avoiding redundancy of modules, deter-

mining the last module in the solution, and defining a successive relation between

modules. Therefore, alongside the use of killed types, applying domain constraints

improves the synthesis performance by significantly minimizing the number of vis-

ited nodes during synthesis.

Figure 6.13a illustrates the significant impact of the domain constraints on

the number of visited nodes during synthesis. After the search depth of 10, com-

pared to the unconstrained synthesis, the results become more striking. Instead of

22,993,594,991 nodes, only 44590 nodes are visited at depth 11. Hence, as depicted

in Figure 6.13b, instead of 25,600,000 milliseconds (about seven hours), we need

only 190 milliseconds to explore solutions at level 11. Moreover, with domain con-

straints, the synthesis is aborted at depth 21 and consumed about three seconds

in total to return all potential solutions of the SLR workflows.

Adding more constraints to point the synthesis to one of the main SLR anal-

ysis applications can also affect the synthesis performance. As discussed, several
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: The impact of constraints of refinements(a, b, and c) on synthesis
performance of SLR-landloss workflows. (a) Number of visited nodes. (b) Elapsed
time in milliseconds.

refinements of constraints for specific-domain applications (SLR-landloss, SLR-

rural/urban-damages, and SLR-yieldloss) are defined to target an adequate num-

ber of solutions. Basically, reducing the number of solutions leads to a reduction

in the size of the search space, which speeds up the search for solutions.

Figure 6.14a illustrates how the number of visited nodes has been affected on

applying the constraints of refinements(a, b, and c) to the synthesis workflows of

SLR-landloss. In fact, the impact of the constraints of refinement(a) shows up

after depth 11 and it increases when the synthesis discovers different alternatives

of solutions for SLR workflows. For instance, while the solutions of SLR-landloss

are discovered at depth 7, the solutions of SLR-rural/urban are discovered at depth

11 and the solutions of SLR-yieldloss discovered at depth 14.

The results of the application of refinements(b and c) are relatively similar

and have a better impact on the number of visited nodes than refinement(a). For

example, at depth 21, when the synthesis has already completed searching for all

potential solutions, instead of 195,697 nodes, with domain constraints 97,042 nodes

are searched with refinement(a) and 96,742 nodes with refinement(b). Accordingly,

as shown in Figure 6.14b, instead of 3.5 seconds of the overall time to explore all

solutions based on domain constraints, about two seconds are needed with the

constraints of the SLR-landloss application.

In SLR-rural/urban-damages, we obtain relatively the same average reduction

in the number of visited nodes as in SLR-landloss. Figure 6.16 shows that, at
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: The impact of constraints of refinements(a, b, and c) on the synthesis
performance of SLR-yieldloss workflows. (a) Number of visited nodes. (b) Elapsed
time in milliseconds.

depth 21, the number of visited nodes reduces from 195,697 to 132,101 after ap-

plying the constraints of refinement(c) and, respectively, 96,226 and 95,516 with

the constraints of refinements(b and c). Accordingly, the synthesis needs only three

seconds to return one adequate solution and complete searching at depth 21. The

great impact of the constraints of refinement(c) on the number of returned solu-

tions (only one solution), the number of visited nodes, and the consumed time are

relatively the same as for refinement(b). For instance, from depth seven to depth

13, Figure 6.16a visualizes the same number of visited nodes for refinements(b

and c). However, the corresponding numbers of solutions are clearly different (cf.

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8).

In principle, it is not always true that adding more constraints reduces the

number of visited nodes. In some cases, the constraints allow the synthesis of new

information about service and types, thus expanding the number of nodes. For

example, as visualized in Figure 6.15a, when we apply the constraints of refine-

ment(c) for SLR-yieldloss, at depths 19, 20, and 21, the number of visited nodes

is greater than in refinement(b). As a consequence, Figure 6.15b illustrates that

more milliseconds are needed when we apply the constraints of refinement(c).

Owing to the limited number of services and types of data used in SLR appli-

cations, there is no significant impact on the time needed compared to the domain

constraints. However, we believe that when more variations of services and various
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.16: The impact of constraints of refinements(a, b, and c) on the synthesis
performance of SLR-rural-urban damages workflows. (a) Number of visited nodes.
(b) Elapsed time in milliseconds.

types of data are available in the SLR domain application, a viable impact of using

domain-specific application constraints can be recognized. In addition, we can add

constraints that are concerned with the performance issue. More precisely, based

on our ontology model, users can add constraints to exclude either a specific class

of services or types. For instance, in the example of SLR-rural-urban-damages

application, we add the constraint (avoid the type Agriculture data) to the con-

straints of refinement(c). Therefore, a better synthesis performance is achieved.

Only 14,564 nodes are visited instead of 95,516 and we need only 500 milliseconds

instead of three seconds to return all potential solutions. Moreover, the synthe-

sis completes searching at depth 15 when we add the constraint (avoid the type

Agriculture data). Thus, no more nodes can be visited after depth 15.

In essence, in addition to the domain model that includes the behavioural

description of service interface and constraints, further refinements are already

applied to improve both the execution time and the accuracy of the returned

solutions:

• Combining services: In substitution for several atomic services, we compose

services that are only used for a particulate analysis of SLR impacts and are

not reused in other SLR applications within one service. For example, the

services (Identify-AgricultureArea, Identify-Flooded-AgricultureArea, Resam-

pledAgridata, and Resampledflooded-yielddata) that are used to analyse the
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SLR yieldloss are combined into Compute-yieldloss. Consequently, instead

of depth 24, the synthesis reaches all potential solutions of SLR-yieldloss at

depth 21.

• PROPHETS plugin configuration: In addition to the domain model, we can

configure the PROPHETS plugin to improve the synthesis process. For ex-

ample, this may be by removing the permutations of services from solutions,

identifying the synthesis processes, and selecting the synthesis algorithm.
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Chapter 7

Results and Discussion

This chapter discusses the results of this thesis by answering the main research

questions: (1) How do agile workflows handle the complexity, flexibility, and

reusability of geospatial service composition? (2) What characteristics of our do-

main model play substantial roles in addressing the semantics of geospatial service

composition? (3) How are the different sorts of semantics achieved by using con-

straints to perform automatic geospatial service composition? This discussion also

evaluates and compares the results with the state of the art in geospatial service

composition.

7.1 Agile Workflows for Geospatial Applications

Despite notable efforts to migrate the traditional form of standalone geospatial

applications to interoperable geospatial services, users have access only to a limited

number of geo-processing services. Based on the investigation in Chapter 3, users

face several barriers in consuming and composing available services:

• Most existing geospatial services are based on OGC, which suffers from the

technical complexity of its standards.

• Geospatial services that are designed to handle domain-specific functionality

turned into large-grained components, resulting in inflexible service reuse.

Furthermore, these services are often not based on freeware tools.
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• In particular, for users that have no sufficient background in programming

languages, there is a lack of frameworks and tools that may be employed to

reuse and compose geo-processing services.

Most existing approaches aim to handle the complexity of geospatial workflows

for modelling or visualizing data between different systems or environmental mod-

els, though not from the aspect of the service-ordination paradigm. In contrast to

these approaches, the layered architecture approach presented in Chapter 4 shows

how the data layer, the service layer, and the workflow design layer are separated

from each other. This enables users to reuse different types of service standards

(whether OGC-complaint or not) and to deal with a large number of heterogeneous

datasets. The three use cases of climate impact applications have already made a

good impression with regard to adapting the power of the XMDD-oriented work-

flow development style in the geospatial domain. The use case examples showed

how the functionalities underlying the ci:grasp climate impact information plat-

form work as easily reusable services and are assessed in an adequate user-level

granularity. The presented use cases show how the particularly agile workflow

development style supported by the jABC process-modelling and execution frame-

work enables users to flexibly define and perform multi-objective workflows tailored

to their specific needs.

To handle the complexity and inflexibility of composing geospatial services, the

presented approach is essentially characterized by:

• Rigorous service orientation, turning basic components into flexibly reusable

pieces of functionality. We turn geo-processing components that are used

for climate impact analysis into distinct processes (loose coupling services).

With jETI, to simplify the integration and execution processes of services, a

description of each service, equipped with well-defined inputs and outputs,

is configured on the server in an easy-to-use web interface. After that, the

services are generated automatically into a library of atomic geo-processing

services (SIBs), so that they can easily be accessed from the jABC workflow

system. During servification, we also consider service classification in order

to distinguish domain-neutral services from domain-specific services.
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• Hierarchical modelling that allows representing processes on different levels

of abstraction (ranging from completely user-accessible top-level workflows

that hide all underlying technical details to fine-grained service compositions

on the lower levels). It is also possible to compose atomic services into

reusable pieces of functionality. This would enable flexible and easy service

consumption when composing services in agile workflows.

• The intuitive graphical interface makes it easy for non-programmers to design

and adapt workflows according to their specific preferences and constraints.

It frees end-users from the burdens of learning programming or scripting

languages and other required technologies to design and adapt workflows.

Thus, with jABC, users need to only drag and drop different geo-processing

services and chain services into the panel to generate workflows. Then the

jABC will deal with the execution of workflows.

• The remote service integration available on using jETI supports a convenient

and flexible platform that enables users to execute geospatial services without

dealing with the related configurations.

In addition to handling the complexity and the inflexibility, by using statistical

methods to assist in the geospatial service reuse, the results of using XMDD tech-

nologies in climate impact applications also show how the reusability of geospatial

services has improved [29].

Unlike jABC, the majority of existing workflow systems that are used in geospa-

tial applications are concerned with the representation of data flow between sys-

tems or its components (pipeline), and are more interested in environmental models

and data simulation issues than in the behavioural aspects of a workflow. In fact,

such conditional branching or loops that are required for supporting the nature

of scientific computations, which are needed to support the explorative nature of

scientific computations, are difficult or even impossible to represent in data-flow

modelling (cf., e.g. [20; 194].

Therefore, this thesis shows how to use the capabilities of the jABC modelling

framework to design several possible workflow variations and instances:
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• Parallel execution is also supported by a fork or join mechanism that dis-

tributes the execution flow into different threads. For instance, a user could

employ a fork SIB to generate multiple output formats for the same climate

impact analysis result.

• Flexible inclusion of different data. This is easiest if the data is available in

a machine-readable format through the web (e.g. yield data workflows).

• A combination of an iterative execution with predefined variation points, to

make it easier to vary the parameter exploration workflow.

• Interactive mechanism to keep the workflow instance alive and reuse it again

with a new workflow variation.

From the other side, this allows us to address the complexity-related challenges

of climate impact risk assessment discussed earlier. Instead of restricting access to

a preselected dataset, the described workflows allow the user to employ datasets

that are available globally and to generate tailor-made analyses. The WMS tech-

nology used in ci:grasp does not provide a powerful interface for further detailed

analysis. The workflow with variation points provides flexibility in the choice of

the output format and enables the user to perform unexpected additional analyses

that are currently not provided through the Web page. The reproducibility of

scientific analyses, which forms the core of the scientific process (cf., e.g. [113]) is

directly increased. This is achieved by encouraging the sharing and reuse of code

through a user-friendly and flexible environment for climate impact analysis.

Furthermore, as the original ci:grasp is a Web-based system, some described

workflows have already been published over the Web by using a code generator

[195] that automatically creates a server-side code and a web interface for a given

jABC workflow. Thus, arbitrary users (the general public) who visit the ci:grasp

website can access already available information or execute predefined workflows

just with their own data and parameters.

Owing to the increasing tendency of using OGC services, there is no doubt that

using jABC to compose OGC services will tackle the complexity-related challenges

of using OGC standards. Therefore, in the bomb threat scenario [100], Figure 7.1

shows how services (WPS, WFS, and WMS) are composed in a workflow within
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Figure 7.1: A workflow for composing OGC services within the bomb threat sce-
nario.

the jABC framework. In fact, the bomb threat scenario is presented to show how

the concept of a ‘Composite-WPS’ is introduced as an orchestration service for

chaining other services. However, more technical efforts are required to work with

WPS specifications and implementation. Instead of utilizing UML to model the

interaction process between services and then using WPS to compose services, we

use jABC to model the workflow that compose services for a bomb threat scenario.

In the jABC workflow of the bomb threat scenario, we show how OGC services

are represented in a composite service. For instance, the WPS service, which com-

bines the three mandatory operations—namely GetCapabilities, DescribeProcess,

and Execute—can be represented in a separate (sub-)model. This is only to show

that it is possible to orchestrate OGC services with jABC. However, the execution

of the workflow can be achieved when its implementation is available.
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7.2 Semantics-based Geospatial Service Compo-

sition

In general, the semantic issue of service composition remains a challenge. As

indicated in Chapter 3, additional challenges are specific to geospatial processes

and data needs, such as the heterogeneity of geospatial data types, models, and

features, and the complexity of GIS operations.

In the geospatial domain application, the identification of geo-processing func-

tions in an adequate unit of functionality is one of the most complicated tasks

prior to the semantic creation of descriptions about how services can be reused

and composed in a workflow. Furthermore, it is a complex task for users to man-

ually design workflows that compose a large number of services and more effort is

required from users to ensure a semantic workflow design. Hence, semantic models

must be prepared to describe services and construct workflows automatically for

a specific application.

As detailed with examples in Chapter 5, in contrast to existing semantic de-

scription approaches of geospatial services and data, the method presented in this

thesis uses PROPHETS to model the domain of SLR applications. This model

comprises a novel ontology, service interface descriptions, and constraints that are

used as guides to synthesize workflows.

Novel Ontology

Since no application-specific ontological models about the services and types in

the SLR application domain were available, we designed the required taxonomies

ourselves—that is, they have not been derived from any existing ontology models.

In addition to particular features of the concrete applications, it is often useful

to incorporate knowledge from the application domain in general—in this case,

the geospatial application domain. The designed ontologies essentially have the

following characteristics:

• Comprehensive models : Unlike some existing ontology models of geospa-

tial services that focus on taxonomies of geo-data, in our ontology model,

we consider both service and type taxonomies. In the service taxonomies,
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Figure 7.2: The taxonomic architecture of the semantics of geo-coding web ser-
vices, adopted from [3].

possible variations of geospatial services are classified under abstract and

primary classes, such as location determining, data manipulation, and output

generation. The Domain-specific analysis class is defined to cover potential

geospatial services that do not belong to the primary geospatial classes. In

addition to the data types of services that are treated within the Domain-

specific data class, in the type taxonomy, we also treat geospatial features

(e.g. format, resolution and geo-referencing systems) as types. Thus, the

proposed ontology model (service and type taxonomies) enables the user to

apply a greater range of user objectives, perspectives, and input or output

preferences during the synthesis process.

• Extendable models The abstract level of service and type taxonomies allows

integrating or adding existing taxonomies (if available). For instance, Fig-
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Figure 7.3: A proposed integrated architecture of the OGC services taxonomy.

ure 7.3 depicts how the OGC services can be added as a specific class of

geospatial services. It shows that it is also possible for any instance of OGC

services belonging to other classes of geospatial services, such as the Data

manipulation and Domain-specific analysis classes. Besides that, additional

taxonomies of geospatial services can be added. For example, the taxonomies

presented by [3] can be integrated easily with our service taxonomy. That is,

geo-coding Web services (see Figure 7.2) can be added under the geo-coding

class. Data analysis services in Figure 7.4 can be assumed as a separate class

of geospatial services.

Similarly in the type taxonomies, when a type taxonomy is available, it can

be defined as a subclass of the Domain-specific data class or its subclasses.

This allows users to benefit from existing related catalogues of geospatial and

climate data, such as NASA’s Global Change Master Directory (GCMD)1.

1http://gcmd.nasa.gov/learn/keyword_list.html
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Figure 7.4: A sample geospatial services taxonomy, adopted from [3].

For instance, as shown in Figure 7.5, the GAEZ data classification can be

easily integrated with the type taxonomy and added under the Yield type.

Thus, users can apply a range of input preferences of yield data types.

Service Interface Descriptions

Compared to the existing approaches, our method of service interface description

for geospatial services differs in the following ways:

• Using symbolic names for services and data types : Like other scientific appli-

cations, the data forms the core in the geospatial workflow process. There-

fore, we are convinced that using symbolic names for describing geospa-

tial services and data types provides the domain with precise vocabularies.

Hence, an accurate description of the data types to ensure semantic service

reuse and composition can be reached.

• Decoupling semantic service descriptions : Decoupling denotes that the ser-

vice interface description and ontologies that describe services and types
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(semantic models) are defined in isolation, which means that each service is

specified independently without regard to any problem-specific information.

This enables users to employ their own terminology to describe services.

Thus, several terminologies can be used to describe the same service. The

experience with climate impact showed that most services that are used for

SLR workflows are general-purpose services (e.g. data input and data ma-

nipulation services) that can be applied to different input data types. It

also seems that some data manipulation services, such as re-sampling, for-

mat conversation, and transformation are often reused more frequently in

geospatial applications. Hence, we define several modules to describe these

services.

• Behavioural aspects of service interface description: As in PROPHETS, the

synthesis algorithm relies on the behavioural service interface description to

construct workflows. Therefore, we use input types (USE), output types

(GEN), and kill types (KILL) to avoid or enforce particular behavioural

aspects of potential SLR workflows.

• User-centred environment : In accordance with XMDD concepts, the domain

modeller can use a sample XML editor (tag-based) to describe the service

interface and use graphical interfaces to design service and type taxonomies

as well as define domain constraints.

• Domain expert involvement : Modelling the application domain is highly de-

pendent on domain experts. In addition to the power advantage of using

XMDD technology that aims to overcome the semantic gap between domain

experts and IT engineering, fortunately, we work with domain experts in

climate impact analysis applications to design workflows. This allows us to

define a precise vocabulary (terminology) to represent geospatial services and

the data of SLR applications.

In addition to the characteristics of the ontology model and the service inter-

face description, PROPHETS provides the dynamics of a semantic domain model.

More precisely, with the PROPHETS plugin, workflow designers are able to change
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the domain model according to their needs and knowledge can be obtained dur-

ing the synthesis process. The change includes the editing of service interface

descriptions, service and type taxonomies, and constraints. Moreover, the GNU

R language provides free and very useful documentation, including examples of

how to use the functions. Therefore, we benefit from the availability of R tools

metadata to describe the semantic annotations of the service and data types of

the domain.

7.3 Constraints-based Geospatial Workflows Syn-

thesis

In Chapter 6, a method is presented to automatically construct geospatial service

compositions (workflows) based on the preceding domain modelling of SLR ap-

plications. More specifically, in terms of workflow-based approaches, we present

a constraint-driven workflow design to compose the geospatial services of SLR

applications.

As discussed in Chapter 3, two main approaches have been proposed to handle

the automatic composition of geospatial services: workflow-based approaches and

synthesis- or planning-based approaches. In the workflow-based composition ap-

proaches, the workflow (process model) is usually designed manually to define the

order of services, whereas services can be bound automatically with suitable real

and concrete services. Chapter 6 shows how we use the jABC process modelling

and execution to hide the complexity of the geospatial workflow development from

end-users. Thus, we enable application experts who have no programming back-

grounds to develop geospatial workflows. However, more and adequate knowledge

is required to discover applicable services during workflow design and users face

challenges in designing large workflows.

The current workflow-based approaches use semantics to support service dis-

covery rather than the entire workflow construction. Synthesis- or planning-based

approaches seem to be the most promising approach to handle automatic service

composition and have already been embraced in the geospatial application domain

[12; 155; 196; 197]. These approaches are almost the same; however, they use dif-
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ferent domain model to describe workflow resources (e.g. services and data types).

In our approach, we combine the advantages of three approaches (model-driven,

workflow-based, and planning-based approaches) to achieve an advanced level of

automatic service composition. More precisely, we combine an intuitive graphical

formalism for the manual composition of services into workflows with additional

functionality. We also shelter end-users from the complexity of defining seman-

tic descriptions. This, through an intuitively usable plugin, helps to couple the

domain model that includes semantic service descriptions with AI techniques to

automatically synthesize SLR workflows.

The planning problem is defined for a loose specification branch between two

abstract services of SLR applications. Therefore, an initial state and a goal state

are identified. Given a domain application model and a planning problem, the

synthesis determines possible solutions to achieve the goal. In essence, the syn-

thesis algorithm naturally requires formal specifications of the synthesis problem.

Nevertheless, in contrast to existing approaches, instead of specifying the plan-

ning problem in terms of some first-order or temporal logic, the workflow designer

(in this case, the SLR application expert) works on intuitive and graphical inter-

faces. Moreover, to tailor the applied synthesis strategy to the considered appli-

cation domain, the user can adjust and use many configuration options provided

by PROPHETS.

In principle, in the current synthesis- or planning-based approaches, complete

specifications of the target composition plan (workflow) are determined in advance.

However, it will be a complicated task to realize the target service composition at

an early stage. In particular, when considering the multiple models, this includes

various and heterogeneous datasets as well as important characteristics of the

geospatial domain. Therefore, in contrast to these approaches, in the sense of loose

programming, our approach enables users through incremental formalization [198].

This means that the user can identify the domain requirements and constraints

incrementally.

In the SLR applications, many solutions are technically possible and returned,

but constraints are needed to exclude useless and unintended service combinations,

and to guide the synthesis with regard to what is actually desired. In principle, we

benefit from the incremental specification to perform the iterative adding of con-
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straints. This helps the user to achieve several sorts of semantics-based geospatial

service composition. For instance, in the example of SLR applications, as detailed

in Chapter 6, we show how users define constraints to achieve a particular sort of

semantics through several refinements:

• Refinement(a) is designed to find and compose services related to user ob-

jectives. Accordingly, we show how general-purpose services, such as manip-

ulation services, are semantically reused in several SLR applications.

• Refinement(b) is used to identify services relevant to the user objective based

on particular user perspectives. Without the need to describe its spatial

semantic or geospatial topology, in this refinement, we illustrate how complex

geo-processing services can be semantically reused in workflows.

• Refinement(c) focuses more on data taxonomies to define user input or out-

put constraints and preferences. Therefore, our proposal approach allows

the user to construct workflows involving complex constraints on the input

or output at each composite service, such as data format, spatial resolution,

and map-projection constraints. This supports the dynamic aspects of ser-

vice composition by automatically composing re-sampling, transformation,

and conversion services in the workflow.

Usually, defining constraints that exclude undesired solutions and/or include

adequate solutions leads to a manageable set of solutions. During the workflow de-

sign phase of SLR applications, we have already demonstrated how the incremental

specification strategy performed effectively to narrow the remaining solutions fur-

ther. However, if the constraints demand more than the services in the domain

model can provide (so-called over-specification), no solutions will be found. In this

case, blocking constraints have to be removed or the domain model will have to

be revised or extended by an additional functionality in order to obtain solutions

again.

In addition to the incremental specification of constraints, the exploration of

solutions before execution can bring several benefits to workflows. First, it provides

a context to the interpretation of possible workflows before the intensive execution

of the workflow. Second, it helps to discover the available quality of datasets
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according to spatial resolution and map-projection constraints. Thus, the user

can avoid or enforce specific data by defining additional constraints.

Often, searching only for the one shortest solution is not sufficient. In partic-

ular, as in SLR applications, most geospatial applications comprise several, but

adequate workflow variants in practice. Therefore, it is feasible to increase the

search depth gradually and let the user select a particular solution. For instance,

in SLR applications, searching for the shortest solution returns only the solution

related to SLR-landloss. However, users may be interested in other SLR applica-

tions, such as SLR-Yieldloss.

Considering the various types of geospatial data leads to the involvement of

a large number of services in the workflow and more complex domain models.

Accordingly, the state explosion is likely to occur to synthesize longer workflows.

Consequently, an exponential runtime performance can be estimated for the syn-

thesis. In fact, in the example of SLR applications, domain constraints have an

effective impact on performance and, thus, the synthesis reaches maximum search

depth in manageable time. For instance, instead of days in the unconstrained case

to explore considered solutions, a couple of seconds are needed to explore all po-

tential solutions of SLR applications. Nevertheless, it is not always true that the

domain model can help reach the maximum search depth within the acceptance

time. Thus, the exponential runtime performance of the synthesis can be reduced

by using the divide-and-conquer-style workaround: perform two (or more) short

syntheses instead of one long one [193].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The end-users working in scientific domains are scientists who have significant

knowledge of their subject matter, but who typically lack knowledge and experi-

ence relating to principal software engineering practices. Also, from the perspective

of IT experts, the design of domain-specific software and applications is a challenge,

particularly in the scientific domain, which demands integrating substantial knowl-

edge from scientists during software development. A further challenge, specifically

in the geospatial domain, is considering the enormous heterogeneity of datasets

and intensive computations, and addressing the multi-perspective requirements of

several users.

Despite the rapid materialization of using SOA in the geospatial application do-

main, several barriers hinder the progress of using geospatial services. For instance,

there is an obvious lack of a framework for facilitating geospatial service compo-

sition and the complexity of using standards. Thus, users face a great challenge

when developing their own application based on geospatial service composition.

As a result, most existing geospatial tools and data, such as climate impact anal-

ysis processes and data, are not available as services. Moreover, as the efficient

communication of climate change insights to a broader audience, policy-makers,

and decision-makers is both crucial and not trivial [158], developing appropriate

climate information services is of high interest.

In principle, offering scientific analysis processes as services (components) at

a proper level of granularity will increase the reuse of these scientific processes

and can reduce the semantic gap between application experts in the scientific do-
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main and IT experts. However, application experts face challenges in composing

services. Based on the investigations carried out for the purpose of this thesis,

the challenges stem from the complexity of existing technologies and the lack of a

semantic domain model of geospatial resources. Therefore, utilizing a technology

such as XMDD can resolve these challenges, as it enables domain experts to be-

come involved in the service composition process and describe workflow resources

(services and data). Nevertheless, they are facing complexity challenges in com-

posing a correct and adequate workflow design that matches their objectives and

preferences regarding data input and output.

In addition to the availability of XMDD technologies (e.g. jABC and jETI), the

created services are based on scripts in the GNU R language. This allowed users

to benefit from the open-source development model of the R language and from

the add-on packages contributed by the R community. Thus, it shows promise for

increased reuse in several geospatial application domains.

Supporting automatic services composition to design geospatial workflows has

become a frequent demand among end-users (i.e. non-IT experts). As the suc-

cessful application of such methodologies crucially depends on adequate domain

modelling, a major part of this thesis focuses on the evaluation of domain-specific

ontologies with the help of domain experts.

XMDD-based Geospatial Service Composition

Chapter 4 described how the functionality underlying the ci:grasp climate impact

information platform was made available as easily reusable services, and how this

enables the flexible design of climate impact analysis workflows with the jABC

process design and execution framework. It also elaborated how a large unit of

functionality of climate impact analysis is decomposed into the adequate level of

granularity services (mostly fine-grained components). Accordingly, the scientific

processes of climate change impacts and related datasets have become available

as climate information services, and have been assessed to have an adequate user-

level granularity. This is a relevant contribution to the community of climate

impact assessment, as the variety of SLR assessment tools is still limited [199].

Furthermore, several geospatial services of general purpose are created. Thus, it
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becomes possible to reuse them in various geospatial applications.

The three examples of climate impact workflows (see Section 4.2.3) are pre-

sented to show how the XMDD paradigm is used to handle the complexity and

inflexibility of composing geospatial services. The examples showed how agile

workflows free end-users from the burdens of learning programming and required

technologies to design and adapt several variation of climate impact workflow sce-

narios. This addresses one of the great challenges for researchers working in the

geospatial application domain, especially those who are not IT experts or trained

programmers. Furthermore, the result is a key example for the usage flexibility

that can be gained by following the XMDD paradigm when turning a more or less

static system into a collection of services and workflows.

Moreover, Section 4.3 showed how the reuse of created geospatial services in

the climate impact analysis workflows is assisted by using the statistical method in

jABC. The statistics show that general-purpose services, such as data manipulation

and output services, are reused more frequently. We envision that by constructing

more variations in workflows, the frequency of reuse of these services will increase.

Semantic Domain Model of SLR Applications

Despite the promising results of using XMDD technologies to support the agile

workflow design of geospatial services, users face challenges in constructing work-

flows given the multi-scale and multi-objective nature of environmental modelling

for climate change impact assessment. In principle, a large number of possible

workflows can be designed for SLR impacts. As a consequence, users cannot man-

ually inspect all the services or data available and design the most suitable work-

flow. Therefore, the main objective of this thesis is to enable automatic geospatial

service composition by annotating the application domain (in this case, SLR appli-

cations) with proper semantic characterizations (metadata) of workflow resources

(e.g. services and types).

Although ontologies for supporting semantic service discoveries have seen much

progress in recent years, there is still a significant need for further development.

Investigations on how to arrive at such ontologies will provide us with further chal-

lenges in future. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no such ontology
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available. In fact, the Semantic Web Service Challenge [200], taking place from

2006 to 2009, basically suffered from this lack of information, and the world does

not seem to have changed significantly since. Hence, a major contribution of this

thesis is enabling the evaluation of new domain-specific ontologies in collaboration

with experts from the SLR application domain.

As elaborated in Chapter 5, the complexity problem of the semantic description

of geospatial services and data for non-IT users with no knowledge in the field of

the semantic Web is addressed. This was performed through PROPHETS, which

enables users to describe semantics by using (1) tag-based approach to describe the

service interface, (2) graphical modelling concepts instead of formal complexity,

and (3) a natural language template to specify constraints. Nevertheless, designing

a domain model that comprises an appropriate semantic description of service and

type is not a trivial task when employing the user language. For instance, for a

specific domain application, all required resources (e.g. services and data) from

which and the application experts from whom the manifold ingredients should

come must be available.

Therefore, alongside the XMDD paradigm that enables users to get involved in

the process of domain modelling, this thesis focuses on the more specific geospatial

application domain (e.g. SLR applications). The domain knowledge is built and

the service library is prepared by realizing requirements that originate from the

application experts who define the system functions. In other words, we conclude

that our way of modelling the domain of SLR applications introduced a promising

approach to semantics-based automatic geospatial service composition.

The core components of this domain model are ontology models that are de-

signed to realize possible variations in geospatial services and data. Thus, they

address the many semantic challenges of geospatial service composition. The ontol-

ogy models (service and type taxonomies) capture and represent geospatial domain

knowledge, as well as classify geospatial data and services in order to achieve au-

tomation through semantic inference and constraints. To address several sorts of

semantics, we define different classifications of geospatial services and data. For

example, the general-purpose services, such as converting, transformation, and re-

sampling, are classified as manipulation services and the services that are created

for specific analysis are classified as domain-specific services.
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Constraint-based Workflow Synthesis

Chapter 6 demonstrated how the PROPHETS synthesis plugin of the jABC work-

flow modelling framework can facilitate the automatic composition of workflows

for analysing the impacts of SLR. In this setup, workflow designers are no longer

required to implement the entire workflow manually. Instead, they can just provide

a sketch of the intended workflow, together with a set of constraints that further

specify the analysis objectives. PROPHETS then applies a synthesis algorithm

to this abstract specification and returns a set of possible implementations to the

user. The method showed how, in a user-level language and through the successive

application of more and more constraints, the set of solutions that is returned by

the synthesis algorithm can be reduced from an unmanageably large set of initial

solutions to a manageable set of adequate solutions that match the user’s intents.

In terms of loose programming, the results showed how incrementally identi-

fying the domain requirements and constraints can successfully benefit from the

ontologies for handling several semantic challenges of geospatial service composi-

tion, thus reaching an adequate solution of workflows. Moreover, rather than use

standardization to handle the semantics of data compatibility, the results showed

how the dynamic adaptation of conversion, re-sampling, and transformation ser-

vices is performed to achieve compatibility among various formats, units, scales,

and geo-referencing systems of geospatial data.

Performance of Workflow Synthesis

Increasing the number of services and data in the domain increases the execution

time of workflow synthesis, which reflects the system performance. In fact, there is

a performance issue relating to the workflow synthesis due to the state exploration

problem. However, as elaborated in 6.4, the constraints that are used to attain

adequate solutions also reduced the size of the search space, thus improving the

synthesis performance.

In essence, improving performance largely depends on the domain model, specif-

ically the ontology model and the behavioural characterization of the service inter-

face. As in SLR applications, it showed that considering performance early in the

stage of domain model design helps to add proper constraints for reducing both
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

the number of solutions and the size of the search space. To sum up, the presented

domain model of the SLR application has a significant impact on improving the

workflow synthesis performance. For instance, instead of days, we need only a

couple of minutes to synthesize potential workflows.

Outlook

The international standards of OGC and ISO form the basis of most existing

geospatial service compositions. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is

currently no such ontology of OGC services for a particular application domain.

Therefore, as a future plan, we intend to define a domain model for the example

of a bomb threat scenario [100], which was discussed in Section 7.1.

Given the design principles of the domain model of SLR applications, we intend

to extend the current domain model by integrating further climate impact applica-

tions, such as the city module and water resource adequacy applications described

in Chapter 4. Thus, we can improve our inference about the semantic match of

geospatial service composition by considering additional user analysis objectives

and preferences. More information about the spatial and temporal characteristics

of geospatial data can also be added to the current ontology. As a result, the

number of services and types will increase in the domain. Therefore, we intend to

evaluate the performance of the workflow synthesis.

Furthermore, if there were rich, multifaceted ontologies describing alternative

implementations of the same service (comprising information on computation plat-

forms, speed, resources, availability, etc.), then we could also take into account

compatibility issues and preferences among the alternatives.
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